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Young Wild West As Avenger
OR, THE VIGILANTS' MISTAKE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Dispute Over th() Slaill
Deer.
Crang! Crang! Two reports rang out so
closely together that they almost blended into
one. A deer that had been running at top speed
along the crest of a hill threw up its head and
then fell in a quivering heap. It was quite evident that 'the shots had been fired from different
directions, for the next minute a boy and a girl
could be seen running toward the fallen animal
from the left, while from the right a roughlooking man, who had the appearance of being a
miner, was hurrying.
They met right at the spot wh.~re the game
lay, still quiverin~. The boy _was ~ttired in a
fancy hunting suit of buckskin trimmed elaborately with scarlet silk fringe. With his long
light chestnut hair hanging down over his shoulders and a broad-brimmed sombrero tipped well
back upon his head, his handsome face and athletic figure stood out in bold relief. The girl
was also attired in buckskin apparel, her dress
being of that material, while her bodice was a
combination of blue silk and . buckskin. She
was a very pretty girl, too. Her hair was of
the color that is called golden, and her blue eyes
;md clear complexion made her what many would
have called very beautiful. As she started to
bend over the deer the rough-looking man called
out sharply:
"Hold on, there! I reckon I shot that fellow. I know somebody else fired about ther same
time, but that makes no difference; I know blamed well that my bullet was what fetched ther
deer down. I don't never miss when I fire."
Then he took a step forward, as though to
claim the stricken animal.
"Wait a minute, my friend," said the boy,
coolly, as he quickly stepped forward and put a
detaining hand upon the man's arm. "You say
you are sure your bullet killed the deer I say
that I have my doubts about it. The yo1tng lady
with me fired before you did. There was only
the fraction of a second between the two reports, and I am satisfied it was her bullet that
brought down the deer. Now then, there's an
easy way to determine who killed it."
"I don't care how easy ther way is," was the
surly rejoinder, as the man made a move as
though to catch hold of the deer and straigI1ten
it out. "That carcass is mine."
"Don't be in a hurry, stranger. I was watch-

ing when the young lady fired. I saw exactly
the way the deer was running. He was going
almost straight across our path. It must haYe
been that the right side of the animal was facing you when you fired. The left side was certainly turned our way. N cw, then, if your bullet brought the deer down the hole will shoiv
upon the right side. What did you aim for.
stranger-the head or the heart?"
"I don't know as it's any of your business
what I aimed for," he answered. "I told yer
that I never miss a shot like that, so that means
that ther deer is mine."
"No, it doesn't," and a smile flitted about thg
lips of the handBome boy. "There is only one
way to settle this, and that is for you to show
where you hit the door. If it happens that there
are two bullet holes through it we will have to
divide it, I reckon, because the young lady was
the first to fire."
"That ain't sol" was the curt retort. "I fired
first."
"Well, I don't want to ha,e any arg....ment with
you about it," said the boy, who was really a '
man grown, as far as stature and figure were
concerned, "but we are going to pro,·e this, and
that's all there is about it. Now, then, I ask you
again where you think you hit the animal?"
There was something in the way the boy spoke
that caused the rough-looking man to soften a
bit .
"Well," said he, "if you'll take a look you'll
find a builet hole right behind ther right ear of
ther deer. Tlrnt's whe1·e I aimed for, an' that's
where my bullet went."
As the animal had fallen in a heap, the he.acl
partly under it, and upon the left side, there
was no means of fi.nding where the bullet had
taken effect without turning it over.
"Where do you think your bullet went, Et?"
the da"hing-looking boy asked, as he turned to the
girl, who stood behind him, her rifle in her
hands.
"Right behind the left foreleg, Wild," was the
reply. "I am confident that my bullet went to
the heart."
"AJl right," and tl1e man who had disputed the
girl's claim to the dead deer gave a nod of assent. "Since you did not fire, young feller, you
jest turn tl1er carcass o,·er an' we'll soon see
,d10's right."
The boy quickly did thi,:;, and the first thingthey ;,aw was a crimson stream trickling: from
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a hole behind the animal's fore shoulder. The
miner, as we shall call him, shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, it looks as though ther gal did hit him,"
he admitted. "But jest turn ther head over,
young feller."
"All right, sir, I'll do that right away."
The boy did as he was requested, and search
as he might no traces of a bullet hole could be
found.
"I reckon you missed, stranger," he said, as
he arose to his feet. "You have no claim upon
the deer."
Perhaps it was because he had missed, or it
might have been that he was bad enough to
claim the animal, anyhow, but the miner uttered
an oath, and then placing his hand upon the
butt of a revclver that was hanging at his right
side, exclaimed :
"I don't care who- shot ther deer. It's mine,
an' I'm goin' ter take it. Now, then, you two
kids had better vamoose."
"Is that so, stranger?"
The question was asked in such a cool way
that the man looked a bit surprised. But he
was surprised still further when suddenly the
boy's hand slipped to his side, and as quick as a
flash he founa himself staring into the muzzle
of a revolver.
"You just take your hand off that plaything,
stranger. I reckon if there is going to be any
shoobng done with a gun, I'll be the one to do it.
I have sized you up pretty good, and I have come
to the conclusion that you• are no good. You
hear what I sa;y!"
The miner relinquished his hold upon the revolver in a twinkling. He saw the deadly tube
pointing straight for his heart, and that was
quite sufficient for him to take water, as the
saying goes.
"Oh, I don't know as we need ter fight about
it," he said, changing the tone of his voice. "I
come out to shoot a little game, an' I sartinly
thought that my bullet brought ther deer down.
As I told yer at ther start, I never miss when I
shoot; but it seems that I missed this time."
"Well, that is easily explained. When the
young lady's. bullet hit the deer he threw up his
head, and that is why your bullet went wild."
"It must be that way," and the man sh1·ugged
his shonlders and showed signs of uneasiness.
"I s'pose ther deer is yours, all right."
"Well, since you are ready to give it up, we
will divide it with you. You go ahead and skin
the carcass and you can have half the meat and
the skin. We only want a haunch of it, anyhow."
"No, I don't want any of it. If it's yours, take
it all. But say, young feller, who might you be,
anyhow? You have got ther biggest nerve I ever
seen showed by a boy."
"Well, if it will do you any good to know, I
am Young Wild West," was the reply.
"Yer, are, eh? Well, I don't know as I ever
heard of you afore, but as I jest said, you have
got lots of nerve."
"Oh, that's all right, stranger. I was brought
up in tlie wildest parts of this country, so that
is probably why I have plenty of nerve. It
dr.i11.'t do to let everybody you meet bulldoze you,
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you know. But since you ask my name, now tell
me who you are."
"I'll do that, sartinly. I'm called Ten Spot
Jake, an' I'm ther captain of ther vigilantes of
Ragged Edge Camp, which is less than two
miles from here, over ter ther left. I'm a man
what believes in doin' things right, an' takin' all
that belongs ter him, too. That's why I claimed
ther deer, yer know. But I found out my miRtake, so we'll let it go at that. Maybe we'll
meet ag'in, for it's most likely you're headin' for
Ragg·ed Edge."
"Probably we will meet ;igain, for the chances
are that we will strike your camp before long.
We were not aware there was one so close by,
but since it is getting rather late in the afternoon we ,vill stop there for the night. Much
obliged for your information, Ten Spot Jake."
"Oh, that's all right," and the man turned on
his heel. "You're a mighty cool galoot, but maybe some of that will git taken out of yer whon
yet git to Ragged Edge. There's them there
what won't stand no foolin'."
The boy laughed lightly at this, and as the
man stalked away and was soon lost to view he
'
turned to the girl and observed:
"I wonder where Hop is, Et? I told him if he
heard a shot to hurry along, so he could take
care of the game we shot. We are less than
half a mile from the spot where we decided to
camp to-night. and he should be he>'e prettv
'
soon, I reckon."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth
when a crashing in the bushes was heard behind them
Both tm:ned and saw a Chinaman hurrying
toward them. The Chinaman looked to be about
the same as any of his race, and as he hurried
forward there was an expectant grin on his yellow face.
"Hexe is a deer for you to take care of, Hop,"
said the boy, who had given hi-; name as Young
·wild West. '.'Just get at work, and when you
have fixed him up bring him back with you. We
have changed our minds about camping for the
night, and will go on to a place called Ragged
Edge, which is only about two miles from here.''
"Allee light, Misler Wild," answered the Celestial, "but how you findee outee lat um place
so closee by?"
"Well, we just met a man before you came up,
and he told us."
'.!'he Chinaman. gave a . nod, and then Young
Wild West and his cha1·mmg sweetheart, Arietta
Murdock, for such was her name, tm·ned and
walked slowly away. Right here we may as well
state that Young Wild West was the recognized
Champion Deadshot of the West, and that he
was also called the Prince of the Saddle by his
!riends and acquaintances. Though but a boy
m years, he had made a name for himself by
his daring exploits and strict adherence to the
right in his efforts to put down crime that was
running rampant in the wild West at the time
of which we write.
The girl with him had been born and reared in
"Wyoming, and as it was during the times when
the ln1ians were continually making war upon
the wl11te settlers, she had learned to use a rifle
and revolver as well as the average scout and
plainsman. She had also mastered the a1·t of
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equestrianism, and a bucking broncho had no
terrors for her. With his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-Government scout and Indian fighter, and Jim Dart, a Western boy of
about his own age, Young Wild West . had traveled on horseback over nearly the entire region
that is known as the wild West. Being possessed of ample incomes from their mining interests,
the three could well afford to go and come when
they pleased, and their love for adventure _and
excitement had caused them to make what might
be called a business of looking for it.
For the past two or three yea;rs Cheyenne
Charlie's wife, Anna; Ai-ietta Murdock, our
hexo's sweetheaxt, and Eloise Gardner, the
sw.eetheart of Jim Dart, had accompanied them
on their adventurous trips. The "girls," as they
ahvays called them, had learned to love the outdoor life, and they all often decla1·ed that they
never could content themselves living in a city
or town. The handsome young couple were not
long in getting to the spot that had been selected
for a camping place. '!'hey had two Chinese
servants, and one of them was busy erecting two
tents, while Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
Jim Dart were fixing up things to make it comfortable for the night. The scout was a tall man,
dark complexioned, with a wealth of long black
ha.ir hanging over his shoulders, while his upper
lip was adorned with a mustache of the same
hue. His tanned and weather-beaten face told
plainly of bis ~utcloor life.
"What did yer git, Wild?" he asked, as our
hel'o stepped into the camp with his sweetheart.
"Arietta brought down a deer, Charlie," was
the reply, "and it happened that almost at the
same time she shot a stranger fired at the deer.
We had a little argument about it, as to whom
the deer belonged. But he gave in, after he saw
where A1·ietta's bullet went, and where his did
not go. He was a little angry about it, and in
the argument that followed he put his hand on
his gun. But I soon brought him to his senses,
and so after asking who I was, and telling me
who he was, he lit out. He told us that there
was a mining camp called Ragged Edge about
two miles from here, so I reckon we may as well
load the pack horses again and strike out for it."
"G-0od!" and the scout gave a noel of satisfaction .
Then they all wanted to hear just what happened, so Wild, as every -0ne knew him called the dashing young deadshot, related the incident in detail.
"That means a little excitement wben we get
to Ragged Edge," said Jim, a smile upon his
face. "Well, Wild, you are always looking for
it, and so are we, so I suppose it will be all
right. The fellow is the captain of the vigilantes, eh? ·wen, according to your opinion of
him, the vigilantes must be a pretty bad sort of
gang if they are anything like him."
"That's right, Jim," replied our hero. "But it
will be sunset before long, so we will all get
to work and load up the pack horses. Hop will •
be along with the deer presently, and tben we
will strike out."
·
It did not take them many minutes to get
ready to start. The Chinaman caIIecl Hop soon
came in with the carcass of the' deer, and when
this had ~een cut up they- all mounted and struck
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out in the direction Ten Spot Jake had pointed
out when he told our hero and · his sweetheart
about the mining camp. The two Chinamen i'n
the employ of Young Wild West and his friends
were named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and were
brothers.
The latter was the cook, and he was just what
might be called a plain, ordinary Chinaman.
But his brother, Hop, was really something far
above the average of his race, for he was a very
clever magician, a card sharp, a lover of practical joking, and liked whisky, which he called
tanglefoot, having first heard the stuff called by
that name when he was learning to talk English at a Nevada mining camp,
While there was really no need of having two
servants, our friends would not think of parting with Hop, for he not only made fun for
them, but came in very useful in times of extreme danger. By his sleight-of-hand and quick
thinking he had on more than one occasion been
the means of saving their lives. But more of
him later on. With the two Chinamen bringing
up the rear, and leading the two pack hol'Ses
behind them, the party started off, and in a few
minutes they sti-uck a beaten trail that they had
not come upon before. They all knew then that
this was the trail that led to Ragged Edge
Camp.
Putting the horses to a faster gait, they soon
covered the two miles, and then they came in
sight of the mining camp, which nestled in a
little valley between three high hills, a crooked
stream of water fl.owing through the center.
"Here we are!" exclaimed Young Wild Wllst.
"I reckon Ten Spot Jake told me right. Just
take a look at Ragged Edge Camp. The1e is
nothing very inviting about it, is there?"
"I should say not," answered Arietta, his sweetheart, "but they all look much alike, \Vild. I
suppose the camp was named Ragged Edge because there are so many rough cliffs surrounding it."
"Most likely, Et."
Down the hill they rode, and a few minutes
later they halted in the center of the group of
shanties and tents, before the building that had
a sign across the front, declaring it to be the
general store. Directly opposite was a long,
narrow building with the word, "Saloon," across
the front in a v-e1·y artistic way. As our friends
were about to dismount Ten Spot Jake came
stalking from the doorway of the saloon toward
them.
CHAPTER IL-What Wild Did to Ten Spot Jake

It was quite evident that the man our hero
had the dispute with over the slain deer had
come straight to the mining camp, for as he
came out of the saloon he showed signs of having been drinking. As he came toward our
friends he put on a swaggering air. He halted
right before Young Wild West, and then as he
calmly took a chew of tobacco, he said:
.
"So you have got here, eh, Young Wjld West?
Well, yer know what I told yer. This is rather
a lively sort of camp, this is. I'm ther captain
of ther vigilantes, too, an' things has to go
right here or something happens. Yer know
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what I mean, I s'pose. You've got to carry mounted, while the girl and the two Chinamen
yourself mighty straight in Ragged Edge Camp. rode on a few yards, so as to be out of the way
This are ther straightest camp in Arizona, an' in case there was any shooting. They all knew
there's been more bad galoots hanged here than pretty well what was likely to happen, for many
you kin count on your fingers an' toes:- I jest times had Young Wild West met such villains.
thougbt I'd tell yer, so if you had any evil in- The best part of it was that they did not fear
the outcome, for they had so much confidence in
tentions you would keep 'em back."
"Very kind in you, I must say," Wild an- the boy that they could not think otherwise than
swered, a peculiar smile playing about his lips. that he would get the best of the leader of the
"It seems that you have a suspicion that we ruffians, and that would settle it, for the time
being, anyhow.
are crooks."
Ten Spot Jake stood with open mouth. It was
"There ain't no tellin' what folks are when
you see 'em, so we always think it ther best way quite evident that he haTdly believed his own
ter warn 'em right on ther sta,t. Then if they ears, for he was the leader of the camp, and no
does wrong it ain't because they didn't know man dared to talk to him that way, much less a
what they'd git. They take ther chances on it. boy. Then, again, his reputation was at stake.
I don't" know you from a side of sole leather; If he took water from the boy it was quite cerneither do I know them what's with you. How tain that those who liked and feared him might
go back on him. There was only one thing for
kin I tell whether you're crooks or not?"
"Well, I reckon you'll find out _that we're not _ him to do, and that was to give the boy a
·
crooks before we go away from here. You need thrashing.
"See here!" he cried, his eyes flashing. "You
not bother your head with us, for we're the kind
of people who generally mind our own business. talk jest as though yer wanted ter fight."
"Do I?" was the cool rejoinder. "Well, if you
You just see to it that you mind yours."
"What's that!" cried the captain of the vigi- think that way, start in. Pull your gun and
lantes, his eyebrows bristling, while his face pop away at me, if you dare."
Ten Spot Jake hesitated. He remembered
flushed to an angry red. "You tell me to mind
what had happened out upon the mountainside a
my own business?"
short time before. He did not offer to touch his
"That's just exactly what I said."
The boy spoke in the cool and easy way he gun, but spitting upon his hands, he rubbed
was famous for, and hearing the conversation, them together and then pulled up his sleeves.
"I reckon I don't want ter use no gun on you,
several of those who had been gathered before
the saloon came over. Our hero shot a fleeting young feller," he said, trying to be very cool
glance at them, but it was enough to satisfy him and making a miserable failure of it. "All's I
that the most of them were roughs, in spite of want to do with you is to slap you around a
the fact that Ten Spot Jake called it a straight couple of times an' then wipe up ther ground
camp. But that made little difference to the with yer. I'll show you that you have barked up
dashing young deadshot. He knew that unless ther wrong tree. When you tackle Ten Spot Jake
he made a deep impression upon him he would be you're goin' a little too far, I reckon. There
abused and insulted, and that was something ain't no man in ther whole camp as kin stand up
that he was not in the habit of allowing. Ten afore me in a fist fight, an' that kin down me in
Spot Jake took a step or two backward?!' and then a wrastlin' bout."
"ls that so?" and the boy took a step toward
turning to the crowd, said:
"Boys, did yer hear what that young galoot him, the smile still playing about his lips. "Well,
just said? He told me ter mind my own busi- if you want to slap me and then wipe up the
grnund with me, just start in. Maybe you'll
ness."
1
"Putty fresh for a boy, I reckon," one of them make a mistake, and you'll get the dose you mean
know, but I've
I
boy,
a
only
I'm
me.
give
to
answered. "I reckon he don't know jest where
tackled such villains as you before. Start up
he is."
your game, Ten Spot Jake."
Wild now quickly dismounted. ·
This was quite enough to make. the big ruffian
"Gentlemen," said he, as calmly as though he
,vere addressing those whom he knew to be his rush forward and strike at the boy. No doubt
friends, "we are strangers here, and we don't he intended to knock him flat upon the ground,
know anv of you. You don't know us, either, it for it was a very savage blow he struck with
seems. But I want to tel1 you something before the flat of his hand. But much to his surprise,
you go any further. I had a little argument as well as that of the bystande1·s, his hand went
with Ten Spot Jake a couple of miles ha.ck here, ovei- the boy's head, and he nearly lost his baland I r,ckon he's got it in for me. If he has, ance. Wild had neatly ducked the blow, and as
the best thing he can do is to start in and get quick as a flash he struck a swinging blow with
r.:~. sati.rfaction. I don't care whether he's the his left hand that landed squarely upon the vilcaptain of the vigilantes or not; and I might as lain's ear. Spat! Tl1e right hand came aroun
well tell you that I don't care who or what any and caught him on the other side as he was
of you are. We have been in just as bad places staggering that way. Biff! It was a punch
a s Ragged Edge Camp, I am sure. We have al- with his clenched fist that Wild gave him this
ways come out alive, too. Now, then, if Ten time, and as the blow caught the ruffian in the pit
Spot Jake don't like what I said to him he knows of the stomach he went down, doubling up like
a half-opened jackknife.
what he can do."
"Get up, you sneaking coyote!" Wild exclaimThe crowd kept gathering all the time, and as
the boy made the last remark there were fully ed, as he leape'd forward and grasped the collar
a score of men gathered there in the middle of of his' shirt. "Get up and go ahead with your
the sandv street. ChaTlie and Jim quickly dis- game. I want you to wipe up the ground with
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me. You said you would do it, and I want you
to go ahead. If you don't, I'll punch the daylights out of you."
Ten Spot Jake could not have possibly got
upon his feet without assistance, for he was too
dazed fer that. The blow in the stomach had
taken the life out of him, so to speak, and it
would take him at least a minute to recover. But
Wild lifted him up, and then as he let go of him
he struck him between the eyes with his fist.
The villain went down like a log and lay perfectly still.
"Now, then," said the boy, as he turned to the
crowd, "if there is any one else here who would
like to take a hand in this game, just step out.
I'm in the right humor for it now."
There was a sho1·t silence, and then he continued:
"I want you all to understand that we are not
crooks. We came here by accident, more than
anything else, and we thought it would be a good
place to stop overnight. I'll guarantee you that
you win have no trouble with us, whatevel', unJe·ss
you look for it."
Some of the men in the c1·owd scowled, while
others nodded approvingly at what the boy said.
But there was one thing certain, and that was
that there was no one there who wanted to
tackle him in a fist fight.
"Come on, boys," he said to his two partners.
"I reckon we'll go and look for a place to pitch
our camp."
"All right, Wild," Jim Da1·t answered, while
Cheyenne Charlie turned to the crowd and exclaimed:
"Boys, you've seen a little of what Young Wild
West kin do. I reckon now you had bette1· take
it easy an' not try to inter:(ere with him or tl'.e
rest of us. We ain't goin' ter bother you, an'
if Ten Spot Jake gits his crowd together an'
comes after us, I'll guarantee you that the population of Ragged Edge Camp will git considerable less inside of five minutes. You hear what
I say! I'm Cheyenne Charlie, from old Cheyenne. I'm all wool an' a yard wide, an' I've got ·
a double row of silk fringe all around me with
two or three silver bells tied on to make "'music.
Whoopee! Whoopee! Wow!"
The scout was wishing at that very moment
that he could get intc a fight with one of them,
for what he had seen Wild do to the leader of the
vigilantes made him eager to take a hand in
the game. But a sharp look from our hero had
the effect of shutting him up, and, going to his
horse, he took the bridle and followed aloni;· after
his two partners. A couple of Ten Spot Jake's
friends lifted him to his feet and half carried hi.m
to the saloon.
He was a ,;-ery dazed man, and it is doubtful
if he knew what took place after he h~d been
There were plenty of open
r-- hit the first tirr.e.
spots to camp in, for the shanties we1·e scattered
about regardless of any lines of survey, while
the street, which was but a conthrnation of the
trail, was as crooked as a ram's horn, so to
speak. Our friends always looked for a spot
where there was water close by, so they moved
back from the cluster of shanties a couple of
hundred yards and halted near the brook, where
there was a high bank and a small gl'ove of
trees.
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"I reckon this will do," said our hero, as he
gave a nod of satisfaction. "Hop, you and Wing
go ahead and attend to your business. Here is
water, wood and grass. for the ho1·ses, so we
could not very well do better than right here."
The two Chinamen started in without delay,
and while they- were unloading the pat:k ho1·ses
Wild and his partners saw to the 1·est of the
steeds. In fifteen minutes the two tents had
been erected and Wing, the cook, was starting a
fire ·with which to cook the supper. None o:f
the miners came near them, so there was nothing
to stop the progress of the work. The haunches
of the deer that had been shot by Arietta were
suspended from the limb of one of the trees, so
it ""ould be l'eady for use the next day. But
they had plenty of other game that had been
shot by them that day and the day before, so
they were not wanting for anything in the line
of meat.
It was not very long before the evening meal
was ready, and then they all ate heartily, just as
though nothing had interfered with them upon
their arrival at Ragged Edge Camp. By this
time the sun had gone down. It was the custom
of Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie to
take a walk about a mining camp after supper,
especially if it was new to t.hem. Jim Dart
u sually 1·emained in camp with the girls.
''I reckon it would be a good idea ter go an'
see how Ten Spot Jake an' his gang is, Wild," the
scout remarked, as he lighted his pipe.
"That's right, Charlie," was the 1·eply. "On&
of the galoots made a threat, so it will be a good
idea to go over to the whisky-mill ~nd impress
it on their minds that they had better not interfere with ~s. Come on."
It was just then that Hop Wah slipped away
from the camp. He wanted to get thel'e ahead
of them.

CHAPTER IIL-The Plot Against Our Friends.

It was a m::,tley crowd that was gathered at.
the saloon before which Ten Spot .Jake had met
with defeat in such a decisive manner at the
hands of Young Wild West, when the sun sank
below the western horizon. The mine1·s had
long since quit tfieir wci·k fo1· the day, and having eate::i supper at their ho~cs, it was only natural that they should gathe:r there, since there
wa:i reaily no other plac0 to go. At the bar
itseli stood no less a persoriage than Ten Spot
Jake with a dozen of hip, cronies. Buster Mack,
the p:roprieto:::-, was do:ng d.ity behind the oar
himself.
Of course the main topic of conversation had
been the arrival of Yeung Wild West and his
friends, and what had happened to Ten Spot
Jake. The big ruffian, for even though he was
the captain of the band of men called the vigilantes, he certainly was that, had soon recovered after entel'ing the saloon, and since that
time he had been spending his money freely at
the bar, probably in the hope that he would hold
his friends.
"I tell yer," said he, bringin_g his fist upon
the rough board that fanned the top of the bat,
with a bang, "this hel'e Yeung Wild '.Ve:c<t is a
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crook, an' I know it. I never heard of him afore,
but I will say that after I had ther argument
with him about ther deer I follered him an' ther
gal to where his gang was. I listened ter what
they said an' I heard ther same young galoot
as licked me a little while ago say that they was
comin' here to this town for ther sole purpose
of liftin' what money they cnuld from ther shanties. You kin believe me or not, Buster, but
that's a fact. I didn't say nothin' about it when
I came here a little ahead of 'em, 'cause I wanted
to see if they really was comin'.
"When I seen 'em that's why I come out and
told 'em what I did. I was willin' ter scare 'em,
so they would go away, but they wouldn't go, as
you seen, an' when Tom Kane advised 'em to go
1·ight on yer all heard what ther young galoot
said. Now then, if yer will all take my advice
you'll keep a mighty sharp watch on yer dust
to-night. If it happens that there's any missin'
you'll know who done it."
"Well, if that's ther case," answered the bar1;:eeper, shaking his head, "I reckon I'll see ter it
that my money is looked after. But as I don't expect ter close up to--,night, I reckon nobody will
have much of a chance ter steal it. If them
folks is crooks they certainly don't look like it.
But if you heard 'em talkin' that way, Jake, it
must be so."
"Well, I don't know as anybody kin say as I'm
in ther habit of lyin', 'specially for nothin'," retorted the vigilante leader, as he looked around
at the assemblage. · "Yer don't s'pose I would
have tackled ther young galoot like that if I
hadn't knowed that there was something crooked
about him, do yer?"
It is doubtful if many believed his story, but
the dozen or more men he had formed into the
vigilance committee were ready to stick by him
whether he told the truth or not. The fact was
that the vigilantes were really the worst men to
be found in Ragged Edge Camp, which was saying a whole lot, for it happened to be that the
worst element from all quarters of the mining
1·egions had gathered there.
"Yer all seen that ther boy knows more about
handlin' his fists than I do," Ten Spot Jake resumed, after swallowing another drink. "He's
somewhat quick with a gun, too, an' that makes
him mighty dangerous. But he's one of these
baby-faced young galoots what kin fool people
an' make 'em believe that he's as innocent as can
be, while at ther same time he's jest waitin' for
a chance to steal what they've got an' then light
out. I ain't goin' ter say nothing if he comes in
here to-night, but I want everybody what hears
what I say to keep a mighty sharp watch on
their dust to-night. If there ain't something
missin' in ther mornin', I'll miss my guess. I
wouldn't be surprised if this here Young Wild
West an' his crowd is missin, too. If they make
a haul, it are most likely that they'll light out
afore daylight. I reckon they oughter be watched a little, too."
The more the villain talked the more he convinced those who thought he was telling the
truth that Young Wild West and his friends
were really a vei-y bad lot, and the feeling
igainst them became quite bitter. But even
those who did not believe him decided that it
would be a good idea to look out for what money
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and gold dust they had in their possession. Ten
Spot Jake had declared that he believed something would be missing in the morning, and this
might be the case, whether Young Wild West •
took it, or somebody else did. It was plain to
them that if such a thing did happen the boy
and his partners would get the blame for it.
That would mean that if they caught them the
vigilantes would hurry through a mock trial and
then hang them.
If they had known that Ten Spot Jake and his
close friend, Tom Kane, had already formed a
plot to make it plain that Young Wild West and
his friends really were sneak thieves the honest
ones there \vould have been ready to turn against
the scoundrels. The fact was that the two had
planned to slip a watch into the pocket of one
of our friends, and then Tom Kane was to make
a big fuss about having lost his watch. A
search would be made and the one in whose
pocket the timepiece had been placed would be
openly accused of the theft.
Then when the watch was discovered upon his
person there would be sufficient evidence to hang
him, for the vigilance committee of Ragged Edge
Camp always hanged a thief when they caught
him. Thus it was that Ten Spot Jake was giving a hint of what might be expected. They
talked away in the same strain until suddenly a
Chinaman walked in through the rear door of
the saloon and stood bowing and smiling before
the assemblage. It was Hop Wah, of course'.
True to his custom, he had come in by the rear.
"What do you want here, heathen?" Tom Kane
asked, as he scowled at Hop fiercely.
"Me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, so be,"
was the bland reply.
"\Vell, I reckon yer don't git none here. Buster Mack don't sell tanglefoot to heathens. I'll
jest chuck yer out through ther front door, since
yer come in by ther back one."
He made an attempt to grab Hop, but the
clever Chinaman nimbly got out of his way.
"Hip hi!" he yelled loudly. "Hully up, Misler Wild! Um bad man allee samee killee me."
He knew ve1·y well that Wild and Charlie
could not be very far away, so he made a rush
for the front door. Just as he got there our hero
appeared on the threshold, followed closely by
the scout. Hop sp1·ang past the two, and then
Torn Kane ran right into the boy. Wild saw him
coming, however, and he let his elbow come hard
against the villain's stomach, giving him a sho,,e
backward at the same time. The result was that
Kane went back a few feet, and, unable to hold
his balance, landed upon the floor with such
force as to jar the shanty.
"Let the Chinaman alone," said he coolly.
"He's all right, and I reckon if he has got money
to pay for what he wants he has as good a right
as you to come in here."
The words were scarcely out of the boy's mouth
when half a dozen revolvers were drawn by the
followers of Ten Spot Jake. But Cheyenne
Charlie had drawn both of his the moment he
saw Wild send the man staggering backward,
and swinging them back and forth before the
belligerent men, he exclaimed:
"Ther first galoot as fiI·es a shot will go to
ther happy huntin' grounds. Put up your guns,
01· I'll make lead fly so fast in here that ther
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smoke will be so thick that yer won't be able to
see youl'Selves for a week."
-Though the scout could not have shot them all,
it must have been that each one of the miners
thought he would be the victim, for they all
quickly dropped their revolvers back into the
holsters. The boy had noted well those who
had pulled their guns, and nodding to the nearest
one 1 he went on to say : "Just step out in the
mid dle of the floor, you sneaking coyote!"
His revolver was leveled straight at the man's
heart, and, turning p:.le, the villain stammered:
"I wasn't <loin' nothin', young feller."
"Step out in the middle of the floor, I say !"
The command came from the boy's lips in a
• ·.;oice that told plainly that he meant just what
he said. That settled it. The min~r lost 1:0
time in doing as he was told. While Charlie
istood with both revolvers leveled at the rest of
them Wild called for another of them to step
out. ' After a littlevhesitation the man did_ so.
But he did not stop until he had them all m a
line across the center of the room. There were
seven of them, and each man looked to be just
what he was, an unprincipled villain. There
was a broken mirror hanging to the side of the
shanty at the rear, and as he saw it the young
dcadshot stepped over in his cool 8.ild easy way
and made the men get into a row, so they were
standing directly in line, or nearly so.
"Now then," he said, "you gentlemen back
there will please· move a little bit. I'm going to
take a shot at that broken glass. It is not worth
much so a bullet won't do much damage to it.
If it does, I'll pay the boss for it."
The miners and cowboys quickly got out of
the way.
"Take off your hats and hold them in your
hands as I tell you to," went on the boy, as he
nodded to the seven men, who stood looking at
h;m in a way that was half puzzled, half frig·htened. They took off their hats, to a man.
"Ju~t watch the rest of the gang, Charlie,
·while I fix these villains up."
"Right yer are, Wild," answered the scout,
who was standing near the door, his revolver
ready to send out hot lead at a moment's notice.
"Now, then," said our hero, as he took the man
nearest the mirror by the arm and raised it so
the hat was directly before it, "you hold your
headgear right there, and be sure you don't
move it any."
He did the same to the next, and so on down
the line. Then he stepped back at the other end
until his back touched the partition.
··Up about an inch them in the center!" he
called out. "I want those hats to be on an exact liIA with the broken mirror. I am not going
to hu1"r any of you, but if it happens that you
should move your hands you might get your fin- gers touched, so you had better hold the hats
pe1·fectly still. I'm going to put a hole th1·ough
each hat, so you will have something to remember
me by. At the same time I'll break what is left
of the mirror. Now, then, steady!"
Every one in the house now knew what the boy
meant to do, and he was watched by those sitting
and standing a1·ound with no little interest. The
~even villains were very uneasy, as was Ten
Spot Jake, who had backed against the door, not
far from where Hop now stood. Wild took a
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quick aim with his Smith & Wesson, and pulled
the trigger. Crack! As the report rang out
there was a jingling of broken glass. The bullet had passed through the seven hats and hit
the mirror, just as he had promised.
There was nothing wonderful about the shot
Young Wild West had made, though it was a
novel one. The coolness he had displayed while
making his arrangements had a s much effect
upon the crowd as the shot itself. But Wild
meant to show them something that no one else
present could do with a gun. He knew when
they came to think it over they would realize
that any one might have done the same thing
if they had thought of it.
"Gentlemen," said he, casting a sweeping glance
at the lookers-on, "it came in my mind to do just
what I have done all at once. I thought it would
be a good idea to teach the seven men, who were
so anxious to fire at us when we came in the
door, a lesson. But now I will show you something that probably you might call worth seeing. It will be in the line of shooting, too. But
no one need be afraid, for I don't intend to shoot
any one, unless they show signs of shooting me
or my friends. You R"aloots can all take a look
at the crowns of your hats and then sit d~wn."
The last remark was addressed to the men who
were standing in a line. They all looked relieved when they heard the words, and eath one
of them took a good look at the cr9wn of his
hat and found the hole made bY,. the bullet there.
Then they all took seats and remained silent.
"That's all right, boys," said our hero, in his
cool and easy way. "I just wanted to show you
that I know something about handling- a gun
that's all. Now, then, everybody com: up and
have a smoke!"
The barkeeper was not Jong in putting out a
box of cigars, and though not half of those present wanted to smoke just then, they felt themselves duty bound to do so. There was really
no_where else to go to see any life in the mining
camp, so after remaining at the saloon for half
an hour longer Wild and Charlie left it to return to the little camp down along the side of .
the brook.
CHAPTER IV.--Two Gamblers Arrive.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
not been gone from the sabon mere than ten
minutes when two horsemen rode up and dismounted. · They were s•1·angers, and as they entered the barroom those presrent looked at them
sharply. They were not cowboys, or miners,
either. According to their gene!·al appearance,
they seemed to be prosperous cattlemen. The
clothes they wore were of the style to be found
in the cit;es and large towns, tho::igh the:r hats
wel'e broad-brimmed and r.f the sombrero tvpe.
One of them wore a closely cropped beard that
was rather grar, wh'1e the other was a younger
man with a smooth face.
Hop ·wah, who had remained at the e-<\loon, was
just about to suggest a game of poker when
the two new a1'riva1s came in. He wa!l standing
at the bar at the time, and as they came up he
moved to the fa1-ther end and su~·veyed them
curiously, like the rest of those present:
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"Hello, landlord," said the elder of the two,
as he nodded and smiled to Buster Mack. ''I
reckon this is the place they call Ragged Edge
Camp, isn't it?"
"Yes, stranger, you have got that just right,"
was the reply. ''What kin I do for you? "
"Well, the first thing you can do is to give us
something good and strong to drink. The better it is the more we will like it. After that
we'll see if we can make arrangement s to stop
here overnight. We are strangers here, as you
can see, and we don't feel like sleeping out of
doors, even though it is a very warm night."
"I reckon I kin accommodate you," and so
saying Mack put out the bottle and glasse . The
two men drank, and then the younger one took
a look at those in the place. He seemed to be
quite satisfied with them, for he turned to the
barkeeper and said:
"Treat the crowd at my expense, landlord. I
reckon you have got a fine lot or people living
here. That's what I like to see. Come, boys,
step up and name your poison."
The invitation did not go unheeded, a s might
be supposed. Evel'y man was on his feet in a
twinkling, and they stood three thick at the bar,
waiting to be served. Buster Mack's stock of
glasses was rather limited, so the result was that
some ht1d to wait until the others drank. But
they were used to this sort of thing, so no one
made a word of complaint. The man who had
called for the drinks paid the bill, and t hen for
the next five minutes the two were arranging
with Buster Mack for a room to stay over night.
They got his price per day for meals and lodging, and then it was settled.
"I don't suppose we can get anything to eat
just now, can we?" the elder one said.
"I'll see what I kin do fer you," was the reply,
and the big proprietor came from behind the bar
r.nd made his way into the kitchen of the establishment.
F.e soon came back and informed them that
they could have a cup of coffee and a couple of
sandwiches, provided they were willing to wait
a few minutes. They were willing, a s might be
supposed, for both declared that they had eaten
nothing since noon. Hop was sizing them up
pretty closely. He noticed that one of them
wore a diamond in his shirt front, and tl1at both
of them had flashy watch chains.
"You allee samee velly muchee lich, so be," he
r emarked, as he saw the two looking at him.
"What makes you think that, ,Tohn ?" the
younger man inquired, ~s a smile flitted about
hi,: lips.
"You alleP samee wear um diamonds, so be.''
Bo.th laughed at this, and feeling of the stone
that attracted the attention of the Chinaman, the
younger man said:
"Well, I reckon I !3houldn't ha,·e worn that so
it could be seen, John. If we had met somebody
that took a notion to it, I might have been relieved of it. But I gue,s there's no one here
who would have a notion to do anything like
that, so I don't mind telling you that the diamond you see is worth a cold fou r hundred dollars. I didn't pay that much for it-in fa ct, I
didn't pay anything for it, really. 1 won that
diamond in a poker game o,rer in Santa 'F'e a
month ago.•·
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"You a!lee samee play dlaw pokee?" asked
Hop, showing no little interest as he spoke.
"I certainly do, John. It's the best game
that was ever invented, and why shouldn't I play
it? Almost every man in this part of the country
understands the game, I reckon."
"Me no namee John," declared Hop, shaking
his head; "my namee Hop Wah. Me allee
samee velly smartee Chinee, so be. Me Young
Wild West's Clever Chlnee.''
"Young ·wnd West, eh?" exclaimed the elder
man, looking at his companion sharply. "Seems
to me I've heard of that name before. He's a
boy, isn't he?"
"Lat light," answered Hop, smiling blandly.
"He allee samee um Champion Deadshot of um
West, so be. He um boy, but he allee samee fight
likee two, thlee men. He shootee velly muchee
stlaightee and he no 'fl.aid of anytling. Young
Wild West allee light; Hop Wah allee light.
Hip hi, Hoolay!"
That was the way Hop had of expressing himself when he wanted to be impressive. But he
was hardly satisfied with what he said, so he
did a few steps of a jig upon the floor, greatly
to the amusement of the miners and cowboys.
"So you know how to play draw poker, do
you?"
It was the young·er man who asked the que;;tion, and he ·w as looking at the Chinaman with
no little curiosity.
"Me learnee to play dlaw pokee in 'Flisco, so
be. Len me comee to um camps in Nevada, and
len me play evely nightee. Me winee plenty
money, so be.''
"And your name is Hop?"
"Yes, lat light, Misler Stlanger. Whattee you
namee?"
"Well, my name is Bob Hawkins. My friend if;
Lester Slover. We are looking around these
parts for the purpose of buying up some mining
property. Now I reckon you know who we are.''
Hop said no more. He was waiting for the
two men, who he fh-mly believed to be gamblers,
to open up their game. He felt pretty certain
that they would after they had been supplied
with the coffee and sandwiches they had ordered.
so he bided his time.
"Have you got any money, heathen?" the elder man asked, as he blew a cloud of smoke toward the low ceiling of the room.
"Me gottee allee samee 'boutee thousand dol.
lee, so be," was the reply.
"Oh, you're well fixed for a heathen, I see.''
"Me always havee plenty money. Me velly
sma.rtee Chinee. Me play dlaw pokee and havee
velly goodee luck."
"I think you're lying, heathen," said th other
man. "I don't believe you have got a thousand
dollars."
"Me bettee you um thousand dollee lat me gottee thousand dollee. You allee samee um Melican sport, so takee my bet.''
"That's pretty good," laughed Bob Hawkins,
the younger of the two men. "But that wouldn't
be a very fair bet. The chances are that you
have the money, but I'll just tell you something. If you've only got a thousand dollars
you had better pot make such a bet. If you were
to, you would have to put up the thousand as the
stake money, and then when you were called
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upo11 to _how the thousand you bet you had, you
wouldn't have it, see?"
"Lat allee light," and Hop smiled blandly.
":Maybe me gottee two thousand dollee, so be.
Me lookee velly simple, but me no foolee Chinee."
The eyes of both lighted up with an eagerness
that those looking at them could not fail to note.
There we1-e a few in the saloon who believed
that the two men were gamblers or profess.ional
card sharp>', and having seen what Hop ~ould do
with the dice they were eager to see him play
draw poker. If he had a couple of professionalJ
10 contend with, it ought to be an exciting game,
;.;ince they were no doubt expert cheats.
·'Well," said Bob Hawkins, as lie knocked the
aFh from his cigar, "it is early yet, so I don't
mind taking a hand at a game of draw. Prob·ably there are a couple of others here would
, ould like to join us. We need not play for a
Yery large ante; we'll play to pass the time away,
more than anything else."
it happened that nir,e out of ten of the miners
of Ragged Edge Camp we1·e ve1·y fond of gaml,ling. Some of them really thought they were
experts, and that they coul~ _handle the cards
about as well as any one hvmg. As the two'
~trangers :-at down, Hop pulled up a chair and
joined them at the table. Half a dozen spoke
,,
11p and wer e ready to join them.
··)Ie likee play um fivee-handee gamee, so be,
oai<l Hop, a :- he looked at those who he knew
were ready to take a hand. "Lat ve1ly nice
tamee, ~o be."
· "You haYe got thiit right, heathen," Hawkins
~n,;·wered, with a noel of app1·oval. "Thei-e is
nothing better than a five-handed game. The
cards go just right then."
At this one of those standing near moved a
chair up and sat down. He was quickly followt·d by another, so the rest made no further move
•o get into the game.
"Give us a brand-new deck, landlord!" called
out Slover, "and then let us know what goes to
the house. Do you have a kitty here, or do you
!'!,age a regular charge for a sitting?"
'"For e,.'e1·y third pot what·;; won two dollars
,;oes ter ther house," answered Buster Mack, as
he came forward with a new deck of cards.
"That' s ther best way ter anange it. I can't
iurni,:h tables, chairs, an' cards for notl1in', yer
know."
"Certainly not. You're very 1·easonable, I'm
'-Ul'e."

Slover got holcl of the cards, and after throwing out the joker he ripped them seve1·al times,
doing it in a way that told plainly he was very
u ,:ed- to handling them. Hop was watching every move that was made, though he did not ap1,em· to be doing so. He sat there in his simple
way, the vestige of a smile clinging about his
mouth.
'"Is this goin' ter be a limit game?" asked one
of the miners who had pushed himself in.
"\Yell, it really makes no difference," Hawkins
•.nswered. "At first I thought we would just sit
,lown and play to pass the time away with a dollar ante and fl.ye limit. But I'm willing to any. thing."
''S'po,::e we make it whole hog or none, then?"
uguge-ted the miner, who happened to have
c1uite a sum of money with him just then.

s

"Suits me," the other miner spoke up.
"It all~e samee suitee me, too, so be," Hop
chimed in.
"I'm sure I have no objections," Slover declared.

"All right, then," and Hawkins gave the cai-ds

a shuffle a:iJ.d dropped them upon the center of

the table. "Let it ,go at that. Cut for deal."
They all cut and the miner who had proposed
it to be a game of "whole hog or none" won the
deal. Hop sat next to him, so it fell to his lot
to put up the ante. He calmly d1·ew a five-dollai·
goldpiece from beneath his coat somewhere and
dropped it lightly upon the table.
Everybody smiled and seemed to be perfectly
satisfied. This was a pretty good start, and there
was no telling how much money there would be
there when the call was made. The cards were
cut and then dealt around, the miner doing it in
a slick manner, which caused the two sti·angers
to exchange glances, though they smiled as tney
did so.
"I'm in," said Slover, as he put up five dollars.
"So am I," and Hawkins did likewise.
"Me, too," chimed in the other miner.
"Well, I'll have to go in, of course," the dealer
declared, and then there was twenty-five dollars
on the board.
Hop had already looked at his hand, of course.
He had but a pair of deuces, so he called for
three cards. It happened that they all drew
three, which showed that they either held a pair
apiece, or were ti·ying to make it appear that
they had. The dealer had had no chance to
stack the cards, so it was really a straight game
that was being played, in the first hand at least.
Hop was not a little surprised when he looked
at his cards and found he had drawn two more
deuces. He was well satisfied that there was no
cheating going on, so he attributed it to pure
luck. It happened that Hawkins held a pair of
jacks, and he d1·ew another jack and a pair of
tens, making him the possessor of a full hand,
which was no mean ·hand, either. The rest failed
to better their hands, so when Hop put up ten
dollars as the first bet they all d:copped out but
Hawkins to meet the bet and raise it ten more.
"Lat pletty good, so be," said Hop, as he looked
at his hand in a way that implied that he did not
know just what to do.
But he soon made up his mind, and he quietly
pushed up fifty dollars. This seemed to please
Hawkins, for he pi-omptly met the bet and 1·aised
it fifty more. Though he felt quite sure that no
cheating had been done, Hop did not know but
t hat his opponent might hold four of a kind.
But he was willing to risk it, anyhow. ·u he
lost then he would surely make up for it when
it came his deal. He made the raise and then
lifted it a hundred, smiling in a way that was
"childlike and bland." Then Hawkins looked at
him sharply, and he must have come to tl1e r.onclusion that he had batter go slo,v. He hesitated a moment and then counted out a hundred
dollars and placed it in the pile .
"I call you, heathen," he said calmly. "What
J1aYe you got,··,
"Me gottee four lillee deure~."
··By jingo! You win!" exclaiw i Jia·.; kin3. "I
1·eckon you are a pretty lucky heathen. The
money is ·y ours; take it."
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"Lat allee light," an<l Hop raked in the pot.
''Me tellee you me velly smartee Chmee. Me
likee um Melican Plesident who cuttee down um
chelly tlee; me nevee tellee lie."
"He's up in histol'y, I see," observed Slover,
smilingly, as he gave his partner a nudge. "Bob,
you want to look out for him."
"Yes, that's so," was the reply. "Any Chinee
who has heard of George Washington is bound
to be pretty clel'er, I think."
"Me dealee um cards now, so Qe," observed
Hop, who had already gathe1·ed them in and
was shuffling them in a rather awkward manner,
to all appearances.
Really he was "putting them up," and when
he dealt he would know just about what each man
held. When he had shuffled them to suit himself Hop laid down the pack for the man at his
right to cut the cards. This was done and then
he proceeded to deal. Then it was that the
clever Chinaman showed some of his fine work.
He went a1·ound so swiftly that the four players, as well as those watching the game, looked
at him in surprise.
"Yer sartinly kin sling 'em out, Heathen," observed one of the miners. "I 1·eckon you've done
lots of that businC;ss afore."
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee, so be,"
was the reply. Then the game went on.
CHAPTER V.-The Night Work of Two Villains.
Ten Spot Jake and Tom Kane, his right-hand
man, were not a little interested in the game of
draw poker, but they had something else to attend to just them, so ,vhen the first hand was
played they quietly slipped away from the
crowd and left the saloon by means of the rear
door.
"We'll go over ter my shanty an' have a little
talk," said Jake, a s they started away through
the darkness. "I reckon we've got to do some
busines~ to-night. It's only me an' you as is in
ther game: ther rest of ther gang we call ther
vigilantes don't know what we've been doin' for
ther past few weeks. There's been t\\'O or
three hangin';; in Ragged Edge Camp when ther
,,ictims was innocent, as yer know. \Ve committed ther crime, an' then we caught 'em an' hanged 'em for it. l\Iaybe we're putty bad m:i.n, Tom,
but we can't help it. It's our way, I reckon.
Now, then, what we want ter do is ter make a
putty goo<l haul to-night, an' we want ter fix it
so that either Young Wild \\'est or some one
what belongs ter his crowd gits ther blame fer
it.''
"That's 1·ight, Jake," Kane answered. "But I
said as how I should slip my watch in ther pocket
of one of 'em, an' then accuse him of it late1· on.
If ther watch is found on him, it would mean that
he was guilty, of course.''
'·That's a blamed good ·way, Tom. But ther
question is to do it. I don't know as you could
haYe had any better ch:mce than ~ had in Bu ster Mack's place jest uow."
"Well, I was thinkin' about it, but every time
I made up my mind ter move up close to ther
boy 01· his pard, something told me I ha<l better
l"lt. That's why I didn't do it, Jake."
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"\\"ell, never mind, we'll find a way to fiic:
thing~. What we ,rnnt ter do to-night is ter
make a good big haul, an' at ther same time fix
things up so that Young Wild West has got to
be lynched by ther vigilance committee. Our
crowd is a putty tough one, yer know, though
me an' you is ther only ones that make a profit
of ther business. They go in ther game jest for
the g-Iorv of it. It seems they like ter string up
galoots what's accused of doin' some wrong. I
can't say I like that so much as I do gettin' hold
of ther money an' gold dust."
"Just ther same with me, Jake. Me an' you is
jest of one mind, an' that's how we git along
so well, I reckon."
The two were talking in very low tones, and
when they reached the shanty that was occupied
by Ten Spot Jake, the captain of the vigilante;;,
they both went inside. A lamp was lighted and
then Jake shut and barred the door.
"\Ve don't want no one ter come around an'
bother us, Tom," said he. "Ther first thing I
want you ter do is to sorter 'fix up my face a
little. That galoot of a Young Wild West ~artinly did give it ter me awful. I can't see good
out of one eye, an' my lip's cut an' my lowee
teeth are loose enough ter fall out."
"All ri g ht, Jake, rn fix you up ther hest I
kin. I washed your face after ther thing happened, an' 1 could tell tl,en that you was goin'
ter be swelled up putty g·ood. But that oughter
make ver keep thinkin' about cleanin' Young:
Wild West out."
"It does. You kin h<>t he " ·on't never git out
of this camp alive. But I don't want ter kill
him myself ; I ,vant ter fi.x up somethin' ~o he'll
die the!' same a s all convicted criminals does-by
ther rope."
The villa;n found some liniment and ointment
in a little cupboa rd, ~ d for the next fe w minuter, Tom Ka ne was busy doctoring his S\\'ollen
and brui sed face. \\"hen this wa,;: done Ten Spot
Jake decla red that he felt better. Then he
brought out a bottle a nd a tin cup, and after the
t wo had indulged in a dr ink they filled theil·
pipes an<l smoked away in silence for a few minutes. Kane was waiting fol' Jake to speak.
Pretty soon he was rewarded f or his patience.
"Torn," said the villainous leader, "I reckon
we'll clean out ther shanty of Bob Houston,
He's been takin' it out mighty fast lately from
that placer of his. After we've got through
there, we'll go over to Lem Biggie's an' git what
he's got. Then right next door to him is Dennv
Roach'~. He's been a mighty savin' Ir:shman,
I 1·eckon, and I happen to know that he ain't
sent nothin' away for a long time. He's got a
big pile there, I'm sartin."
"All right, Jake; I'm willin' ter do anything
you sa:v," r eplied his companion and partner in
crime. a s he gaYe a nod of approval. •
"After we'Ye done that much we'll sneak
around Young \Vil<l West's camp, an' if we find
this all righl, maybe you kin leaYe that watch of
:,<ours there. It's a gold watch an' worth nigh
en ter · a hundred dollars, so that will make it
worth while ter steal; an' if it should happen tee
be found at Young Wild West's ctimp it'll look
mighty plain that some one there took it."
"That':: it!" exclaimed Kane, hi:,: eyes brightening. "That's jest wliat I'll do. Of cour:;e I
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wouldn't want ter lose ther watch, 'cause I've
had it some time."
"Yes, you have had it some time, but it never
cost yer anything. You told me as how you
stole it from a man in Santa Fe."
,.-well, that don't say it ain't worth a good deal
ter me, does it?" and Kane laughed.
"No of course not. But I reckon there ain't
no usr: in waiting about this here business. Them
what I spoke about is all over there watchin'
that game of poker, so we couldn't git a better
chance than now. Come on! We'll git to wo1·k."
They soon arose from the table they had been
sitting on and extinguis hed the light. Ten Spot
Jake unbarred the door, and then the two left
the shanty. Before doing this the villain had
put a piece of candle in his pocket, for he thought
it might be handy in hunting for the gold dust
they were after. The first shanty they went to
was that of the miner called Bob Houston. The
man lived there alone, and it was but a very
They
small and rudely construct ed shanty.
found the door fastened, but this did not stop
them from getting in, for it was easy to push a
pane of glass from the one window the building
contained and then reach up and take the stick
from over it, which had been placed there to
keep the window from being raised. Jake went
through, while his companio n held the window
up. Then he held it up from the inside while
Kane followed him. This done, the stick was
placed beneath it, so they could get out without
the trouble of raising it again. Feeling around
in the dark, they soon found a blanket, and
when this had been hung over the window, so no
light could be seen through it, a candle was
lighted. Then the villains made a thorough
search of the shanty, and it was not long before
they discovered the gold dust the miner had been
saving.
It was in a dinner pot under the floor, and the
boa1·d being loose, it was easy for the villains to
guess that something might be under it. There
was so much of the gold there that it was all
one man could do to carry it, but forming a sack
from a blanket, they tied it up and lifted it out
of the window and dropped it gently to the
ground. They did not think of such a thing as
putting the room to rights again, but both clambered out of the window and left it 1·aised. This
showed that they wanted the robbery to be discovered as soon as possible.
The villains; knew that it would not be safe to
take the stolen gold to either of their· habitation s,
so they struck off up the hill, following the narrow path, and in a few minutes they paused before a sloping bank, where the rocks were plentiQuickly turning a good-sized stone over,
ful.
an opening was disclosed. It was really a small
cave, and it had been used several times before
by them for a similar purpose.
"Drop her down," said Jake, as he held the
stone balanced, ·so he might let it d1·op back and
cove1· the opening again. Thud! The blanket
. containin g the gold went down quickly. Then
the stone dropped into pl~e and the two villains
arose and started down the hill again.
Feeling that they were perfectly safe in their
thieving work, they went to the little shanty that
was occupied by Lem Biggle, who was to be the
second victim. The door was not !astened, so
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they went in, and after a short search found
what he had in the way of gold. It was not
nearly as much as the first lot, but they took it
and went away, leaving the door open and every~
thing tmned upside-do wn in t.he shanty. The
second lot was placed in the little cave with the
first, and then they made their third visit, which
was ,to the shanty of an Irishman named Detmy
Roach.
His pile was greater than that .of Bob Houston,
and it took the two of them to carry it up the
hill to the cave. But they got it there, and with
the stoue covering it, they felt that no matter
what else might happen, they were a great deal
richer than before they had left Buster Mack's
saloon.
"Now tben," said Ten Spot Jake, "I reckon
we'll sneak up around Young Wild West's camp
an' sea what we kin do there."
"That's right," answered Kane. "But we've
got to go a little careful about it, I reckon,
'cause most likely some one will be on ther
watch. Young Wild West ain't ilier sort of a
galoot as WQ...uld Jet every one go ter sleep, yer
know. It's likely he thinks that you're down on
him an' want ter kill him, if you could git ther
chance."
''Well, I will, Tom. But, as I said afore, I
don't want ter do the work myself. I want ther
vigilantes ter do that. I ain't goin' ter take no
chances, not if I kin help it."
It was still rather early in the evening, so
when the two villains neared the camp they saw
that our friends had not retired yet. But they
moved up as clo~e as they thought they dared,
and as they c'tept around to where the horses
were grazing, they caught sight of a coat that
was hanging to the limq of a tree. It happened
that the coat belonged to Jim DaTt. · Ten Spot
Jake no sooner saw the garment than an ideastruck him.
"He-re yer a.re-, Tom," he whispered . "That
coat either belongs ter Young Wild West or ther
other boy. Jest put your watch in ther pocket,
an' if he don't happen ter find it there until we
accuse some one belonging ter this camp of
stealin' it, it will be easy as pie."
''You're ·right, Jake. I reckon that's jest ther
.
thing."
The villain crept up, and keeping in the shadows, was soon directly beneath the hanging coat,
"·hich was not more than four feet from the
ground. He reached up and felt for the pockets.
One of them had something that was rather
heavy in it, so Tom Kane quickly removed it. He
found it was a piece of ore that no doubt contained pal'ticles of gold. He looked at this as
well as he could in the light that came from
the ,:tars overhead, and then he gave a nod of
satisfactio n.
"I'll jest put ther watch in ther pocket an'
keep this," he muttered under his breath. "It's
a g?od idea, 'cause ther boy won't think any thing
of 1t when 11e feels ther weight in his pocket."
The gold watch was drcwped in, and then the
sneat..-ing scoundtel crept away and joined his
waiting companio n. He quickly ~howed him the
piece of ore and then told him how he had put
the watch in the pocket in place of it.
"Good!" exclaimed Ten Spot Jake. "Now,
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then, we'll go back ter Buster Mack's whiskymill an' see how things is goin' there."
CHAPTER VI.-The Poker Game Breaks Up
With a Row.
When the gamblers looked at their cards after
Hop had finished dealing them, they were all
rather surprised, though none of them expected
any one else had been lucky enough to get a
good hand but himself. Slover found himself the
possessor of three kings, but though he was
agreeably surprised he did not show it by word
or look. He was too )llUCh of an experienced
card sharp for that. Hawkins held three tens,
while one of the miners had three jacks and the
other three queens. Hop knew all about this,
for he had managed to fix the cards so they
would come out that way. He had dealt himself
the four aces of the pack, which was bound to
be the winning hand. At the time of which we
write royal flushes and straights were not played in the majority of the mining camps.
The man next to the Chinaman had put up an
ante of ten dollars, which was agreeable to all
hands, since three of a kind cold was quite
enough to make them feel like drawing cards.
When they had all come up with their money,
the clever Chinaman smiled at the man on his
left and said:
"How many cards you wantee?"
"Two," was the reply.
"An' I reckon that will be enough for me,"
the next man said.
"Give me the same," the third called out.
"Well," said the remaining one, "since you're
all taking two cards, I'll do the same."
Then Hop looked at his hand, and after thinking it over for a few seconds, he remarked:
"Me takee one, so be. If-me gittee whattee me
wantee me allee same have velly goodee handee."
"I hope you get it, heathen," said Slover, with
a smile. "You had a mighty good hand the last
time, you know."
"Lat light. Me tly velly hard to gittee, so be."
Then he dealt the cards that were called for
from the top of the pack, he not having to use
any of his sleight-of-hand, since he had placed
them just where he wanted them, and knew exactly what each player would get. When they
had all been supplied he too1c one himself, after
first making his discard. It' was a very cleve1·
trick of the Chinaman's, but it was really easy
for him. Each man had got the very card he
wanted , so all five now had four of a kind.
As sharp as they were, H awkins and Slover
never once thought that the Chinaman had put
up the cards on them, for they had both watched
him closely from the time he had picked up the
pack. But Slover gave a look at his partners
which meant that he thought he held the winning hand, and for Hawkins to keep raising it,
no matter what he held. The first bet was fifty
dollars. Thi e was raised to a like amount, and
so on around until it came Hop's turn. He put
in enough money to meet the raise that had been
made, and then calmly laid down a hundred in
addition. "Me makee Jaise allee samee a h1lndled dollee," he said, smiling serenely. "Me
allee samee tlue blue sport, so be."
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The two miners did not suspect that anything
was wrong, but the two card sharps looked at
the Chinaman curiously. It had dawned upon
them all of a sudden that perhaps they had met
more than their match. The mineh each lifted
it_ a h:.mdred, and after thinking it over, Hawkms did the same. But Slover thought it would
be a good idea to call the Chinaman, so he did
so.
"l\,Je gott1:e four lillee aces, so be," said Hop,
looking as mnocent as a child, as the question
was put to him.
"Great Scott!" cried Slover. "I reckon we've
struck a p1·etty hard prnposition, pard."
"I should say so," Hawkins replied.
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be. Me velly
muchee lucky, too. Me know how to play um
dlaw pokee, allee light."
As Hop said this, he raked in the pot and
caused it to disappear in one of his capacious
pockets. But the two card sharps were not
ready to give up yet, though the miners had lost
about all the money they had. From what the
two strangers said it was easy for them to guess
that the Chinaman knew a great deal mo1·e about
~he game than they did, so they wisely dropped
~t. But there v~ere others who were quite willmg to take their place, so they had no sooner
left the table when it was occupied by two more
men, who must have felt that they had monev to
lose. Hop had done pretty well, so far and he
decided to let it go that way until it ~ame his
turn to deal again. But it was little money that
he bet, for he knew very well that the two
·
strangers were playing a. partner game.
~lover won the next pot, and Hawkins the next
though neither of them contained more than tw~
or three hundred dollars. Hop knew very well
that if he kept winning heavily the game would
soon end, so when it came his turn to deal again
h~ selected Hawkins as his victim. He dealt
h1m two aces, two tens and a queen giving the
other~ the cards just as they came,' and taking
for himself the four kings of the deck. He knew
that Hawkins would either draw three cards in
the 'hope of getting two more aces, or else ~all
for one to try and make the full hand.
Hop was fixed for him, however, no matter
which he did. The ante was ten dollars as had
been the case right along after the fir;t hand
,a nd having nothing mu~h to draw to, they ali
dropped out but Hawkms. Hop came in of
course, and then it was that the two settled a'own
to some sha1·p and clever work. Hawkins decided to discard three cards, and when he found
that he drew another ace and a pail' of jacks
with it he knew pretty well that unless the Chinaman really did put up the cards he stood a
very good show of winning. Just to try him, he
made a bet of five hundred dollars, the largest,
-by far, _that had been m1;;de during the game.
Hop _hesitated a mome11t, which was an old trick
of his, and then drew a roll of bills from his
pocket.
"You allee samee makee lillee bluffee so be"
he observed, with a grin. "Me makee ~m tho~sand dollee more."
Stover was looking at his partner's hand, since
he w'.'s not :playing, and he shot a warning glance
at 1nm, which meant that he had better not risk
it. It was galling to the gambler to throw down
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such a good hand, but he was very certain that
the Chinaman had him beat, so dropping the
cards upon the table, he leaned back in his chair,
and said:
"I let yer take the pot, heathen."
"Allee light," was the bland reply. "Me no
havee um pair, so be."
The five cards he threw down certainly proved
this, but they were not the ones he would have
used in case he had been called. Four kings
were resting calmly within his left sleeve, whe1·e
there was a sort of pocket to hold them. This
was quite enough to anger the gamblers, but they
had been so long at the business that they curbed
themselves and took their medicine. The game
went on, but the two card sharps played with
the utmost caution now, for they were well satisfied that the Chinaman knew as much about
cheating as they did, if not more. Hop really
liked to play, as has been stated, so he decided
to keep the game going and be satisfied to hold
what he had won . They had played about an
hour when Ten Spot Jake and Tom Kane returned to the saloon, after having committed the
1·obberies and laid the trap to catch some one
for a thief at Young Wild West's camp. They
came in so quietly by the back way that no one
took particular notice of them, and few, if any,
really :knew that they had left the place at all.
They watched the game for a while, and then,
as one of the miners who had gone broke arose
from the table, the captain of the vigilantes took
his place. He called himself "'a p1·etty clever
chea t, and it had been said of him that he carried cards in the legs of his boots. Though they
were losers, Slover and Hawkins continued to
play. They knew that the Chinaman must be
over a thousand dollars ahead of the game, and
while they hardly expected to get much of it
back, they did hope to gain something from
the othe1·s. The ante had droppe.d to five dollars,
and for the past twenty minutes no bet higher
than twenty dollars had been made.
Ten Spot Jake found himself the possessor of
four queens cold when he picked up his hand.
SioYer had dealt the cards and had given them
to him purposely. Of course he kept a better
hand for himself. He had four kings and an
ace. The latter told him that there could be three
others against him, that meant the four kings
would surely win. All dropped out, after a
few small bets had been made, and it settled
down between Slover and Ten Spot Jake. The
rascally vigilante kept raising the bet until
about six hundred dollars was on the table, and
then he called. When he found he had lost he
drew his gun and pointed it at Slover and exclaimed:
"You're a cheat! That bet belongs to me. I
hold four queens and a gun, which beats four
kings and an ace any time."
Hop thought it high time that he got out of
the >aloon, so with a quick movement he upset
the table, sending cards and money to the floor,
and then he broke through the ring of spectators and disappeared through the door. The action of the Chinaman gave Hawkins the opportunity to reach over and knock the weapon from
the hand of Ten Spot Jake, and then for the
next five minutes there was a lively scuffle in
the barroom. But the gamblers were certainly

cool hands, and as both drew their guns tht'..y
soon cowed the villains and his friends. Of
course the persuasive way of Buster Mack, the
proprietor, had something to do with quieting the
men. But Ten Spot Jake was very bitter against
Slover, as might be supposed, and he decided to
put up a job that would be the means of making
him get a rope around his neck at the hands of
the vigilantes.
"It's all right," he said, turning around to the
crowd. "Come on, everybody, an' have a drink.
I don't mind losin' a little money, an' I never
did."
Then he pulled a wallet from his pocket and
d1·ew a roll of bills from it, at the same time
taking out a ring which had a red stone in it.
"Give everybody a drink, Mack," he called
out, and then he held up the ring and added:
"There's a ruby ring that a gal gave me up in
Denver. I don't never wear it, but I p1·ize it a
whoie lot."
Back into the wallet went the ring, and when
all had swallowed their drinks the villain paid the
bill and put the change away with the rest of
his money. Then he whispered something to
Tome Kane, who promptly took the wallet from
him unobse1·ved and slipped it into the pocket of
Slover. A few minutes later Hawkins gave a
yawn and suggested to his partner that they go
to bed. Slover assented, so the landlord left
the bar in charge of an assistant and escorted
them to the room they were to occupy. Ten Spot
Jake did not offer to make the accusation just
then. He thought it would be better to wait until morning. Then he would start in ridding the
camp oJ those he hated.

CHAPTER VII.--Judge Lynch.
As was usually the case, Young Wild West
and his partners were up bright and early the
next morning. Though each of them had takrn
a trick at watching during the night all thref
had slept sufficiently fo make them feel fresh
and ready for anything that might happen as
they walked toward the horses just as the sun
was showing itself in the East.
. "I 1·eckon you had better call Wing and let
him get the breakfast re·idy," said Wild, as he
nodded to the scout, who he knew was always
ready to arouse either of the Chinamen when
they were asleep.
"Right yer are, Wild," and Charlie hastened
for the tent. So both Chinamen were caHed.
Wing hurriedly made the fire, and was soon
bu:5y ~reparing the breakfast. It was just about
tins time that shouts and cries of excitement
came from the direction of the saloon. Wild
quickly ran out so he could get a view of the
place, and when he saw a dozen or more men
gathered in front "of the shanty, and acting as
though there was something startling taking
place, he called out to his partners:
"Come on, boys! Let's go and see what's the
matter."
The three hurried off and soon reached the
place. One of the first men they recognized waq
Ten Spot Jake. He was doing a lot of talkin"
and making all sorts of threats. Then t''10t he;
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miner got very much excited, and started in to
tell him his shanty had been robbed the night
before. Two more were talking· in the same way,
and the more noise they made about it the more
miners were attracted to the spot.
"I tell yer, Mack," Ten Spot J~ke was saying
to the proprietor of the saloon, "that it was one
of them str~ngers what came here last night
what cleaned me out. Yer know very well that
I went ter sleep in your back room last night,
an' it was then that somebody took my wallet.
I never missed it till -this mornin', but I know
nobody could git into my shanty without waking
me up. I had a little too much tanglefoot
aboard last night, an' while I was sleepin' it off
one of them galoots must have sneaked in an'
robbed me. I know it was ther oldest oneI'm putty sure about it. He seemed ter take a
big notion to that ring I showed. I could tell
by ther looks in his eye. What I want is for
you to wake up them two galoots, an' then we'll
:soon find out whether I'm right or not."
"That's what's ther matter," spoke up Tom
Kane, nodding his head and looking as fierce as
he could. "Somebody stole my watch; too. There
is thieves in town, it seems. Here's three others
what says their shanties was robbed last night."
"I was cleaned out of more than a thousand
dollars' worth of dust," spoke up the miner named
Lem Biggle.
"An' about five thousand dollars' worth was
took from me," Bob Houston quickly added.
"I won't be after sayin' jest what ther dust I
had was worth, but it's all gone," said Denny
Roach, the Irishman. - «An' me findin' my shanty
all turned upside-down when I went there jest
afore daylight this mornin'. I happened to
meet Houston an' Biggie when I was lookin'
around ther camp to try an' find who took ther
dust, an' we agrees that we wouldn't say nothin'
about it till everybody was awake in ther camp.
Now then, if any one don't belave me, jest let him
come over ter my shanty, an' he kin see what
ther thavin' scoundrels was after doin' to it.
They turned everything topsy-tur"'Y, an' they
found my gold, which is ther wo1·st of it."
Our hero and his partners were much · interested in all this. There was no wonder that
there was so much excitement that morning at
Ragged Edge Camp. It seemed that thieves had
made a raid there during the night.
"Well, boys," said Buster Mack, trying ltis best
to calm them, "I'll say that I know fer sartin
that ther two strangers what put up here last
night never left ther room they slept in after I let
'em into it. I'm sartin of that, 'cause my wife
was sick all night, an' she was awake. She says
as how no one could have come out of that room
without her heariq' 'em. I don't think yer ought
ter blame this thievin' business t o them two.
They're card sharps, I k'"Ilow, but it ain't likely
they're thieves. But I'll wake 'em up, if yer
say so."
"If yer- don1 t wake 'em up, we'll do it, l.Hack,"
Ten Spot Jake answered sharply. "Vigilantes,
git together! "
It happened that there wer e at least a dozen
of those who belonged to the vigilance committee
present. Some of them started to make a rush
into the saloo11 us their leade1· spoke, but the
stout proprietor waved them back.
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"Hold on, boys," he called out, "1'11 soon have
ther two men here. But don't do nothin' ter ·
'em unless you're sure that they're the guilty
ones."
He started for the door that led to the part
of the house the two men had been placed for
the night, and just then they appeared on the
scene. No doubt they had heard the disturbance, and .had hurriedly dressed themselves and
come down. Slover was in advance, and as he
came outside Ten Spot Jake quickly caught him
by the arm.
"I accuse you of stealin' my wallet!" the villain exclaimed. "You have got to allow yourself ter be searched."
"What!" stammered the gambler, who was
very much surprised and not prepared for any.
thing like that.
"You heard what I said," was the rejoinder.
"Boys, just go through him."
Tom Kane was right on hand, and making a
motion to one of the other vigilantes to do likewise, l\e seized the man by the arm. The next
minute the gambler was placed in a helpless
state. Hawkins attempted to draw a revolver,
but he, too, was quickly rendered powerless by
the excited men.
"Mack," said Ten Spot Jake, "you seem to
think ther galoots is innocent, so I'll let yer go
through their pockets."
"All right," was the · reply, an_d the proprietor
at once proceeded to make a search.
He 1elt in one of the coat pockets of Slove1·,
but he found nothing but a handkerchief. Then
he placed his hand in the other, and as he drew
forth a wallet, which ~everal of the villains present were ready to swear belonged to their leader,
his face turned pale.
"There she is!" cried Jake, excitedly. "I
knowed it. I was sartin he was ther galoot
what took it, 'cause he was lookin' at .that ring
of mine in such a funny way last night. Jest
open it now an' make sure that it's mine. I want
everybody here ter be satisfied afore anything
is done."
Buster Mack slowly opened the wallet, disclosing to view the money that was in it. Then
he felt around with his fingers and produced the
ring.
"It's yours, Jake," he said slowly, "but I didn't
think that either of these men was the kind that
would steal like that. It's yoµr wallet, an' there
ain't no doubt that this man is a thief."
Wild and his partners took this all in with no
little interest. Somehow none of them believed
the man guilty, though they knew nothing concerning him, nor had they seen him before. But
his very actions indicated his innocence.
"Fetch him out to ther big tree, boys!" called
out Jake. "I reckon we'll have ther trial right
away an' settle ther busines,s afore breakfast."
"Hadn't yer better make a search of ther other
galoot an' see if he's got my watch?" queried
Tom Kane, who thought it would make things
look better if such was done.
"All right; go ahead."
Buster Mack went through the pockets of
Hawk.ins, but found nothing that did not belong
to him.
"He ain't got your watch, that's sartin, Tom,"
he retorted.
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The dozen men composing the vigilance com- way. That boy they c;ll Young Wild West ain'.t
mittee started to drag Lester Slover toward a got no right ter interfere. Nobody knows who
or what he is, an' it may be that he's in partnergroup of big trees a short distance away.
"Boys," said our hero, in a low tone of voice, ship with these two galoots."
"You shet up!" roared Cheyenne Charlie, who
"I reckon we'll have to stop this game. I've got
an idea that that galoot is innocent. Most likely was now p1·etty ang1·y. "You say jest one more
Ten Spot Jake l1as got a grudge against him, and word an' I'll shoot ther teeth out of ye1· head!
it was he who put the wallet in his pocket. Come If there's any thieves around here, I'll bet all
I'm worth that you're one of 'em. You have got
on."
The vigilar..tes soon got the prisoner to the ther very look on your face, you sneakin' coytrees, the crowd following, even to Buster Mack. ote!"
The crowd had been increasing all the time.
"Now, then," said Ten Spot Jake, as he took
his station before the big tree ·that had the Ten Spot Jake was undecided just what to do.
straight limb out from 1t, "I'm ther jedge, of But when he looked around at h-is men and saw
course. ·I 'll pick out a jury of six men, an' then that they were simply waiting for him to give
we'll decide what's to be done with thi s thievin' his orders, he decided to go ahead with the
lynching.
galoot."
· He hastened to select the jurors, taking them
"Chuck a rope over ther limb," he called out
f1om those of his followers he knew would con- suddenly. "l 1·eckon we're goin' ter do th is thing
vict the man without hesitation. This done, he in propei- shape. It may be that some of us gits
proceeded to hold a mock trial, and in less than hurt, but you kin bet your life that them three
five minutes the accused was given to the jury. galoots what's interferin' will git their medicine
.
In two more minutes they brought in a verdict afore it's done with."
Cheyenne Charlie was about to say something,
of guilty .
"Yer hear ther verdict, you thievin' galoot," but Wild shot a warning glance at him and he
said Jake, as he looked sternly at the prisoner. remained silent. Half a dozen ropes were soon
"Now, then, listen to your sentence. You're to brought by the eager vigilantes, who were so
be hanged to ther limb of this tree with a rope anxious to see the man hanged. A rope was
until you're dead. Boys, git a rope."
thrown over the limb and then one of the minAt this juncture Young Wild West stepped ers quickly formed a noose and stepl)fld up to
forward, and, holding up his hands, called out: their intended victim. He was about to place the
"Hold on•! You're not going to hang that man noose over the head of Slover when our he1·0
on the evidence you have got. The first galoot called out:
·who raises a hand to do it will get a streak of hot
"You put that around the man's neck and something will happen to you!"
led through him. You hear what I say!"
The vigilante hesitated.
"Go ahead, Bill!" . exclaimed Ten Spot Jake.
.
"Let him shoot, if he dares!"
"I reckon not," was the quick reply. "I ain't
Cl!APTER VIII.-Wild Stops the . Lyn('hing
goin' ter let Young Wild West shoot at me. I
and Finds a Clue.
ain't goin' ter take no chances, Jake. You're tl1er
Young Wild West stood with a revolver in boss of ther job, anyhow, so you come here an'
either hand a s he spoke the words that caused fix up ther galoot with his rope collar."
There was a short silence then, and in his cool
the vigilantes to turn io look at him in dismay.
Charlie and Jim were right there, too, and each and easy way Wild said, speaking loud enough
had drawn his revolver, so there were three fo1: every one to hear his words plainly:
'Gentlemen, I'm not sure that tlie man you
deadly tubes pointed toward Ten Spot Jake
and his villainous gang. LesteT Slover gave a want to hang is not guilty; but I believe he ought
cry of joy, for he now found that there .we1·e to have a chance. The fact that the wallet was
found in his pocket does not mean that he stole
thMe who we1·e going to take his part.
"I don't know who you are, young fellow," he it. It might have been placed there by some
called out, "but I want to tell you tlrn.t I am in- one who had a grudge against him. I vropose
nocent. I never stole the man's wallet. I -can't that you hold him a prisoner for a few hours
say how it came to be in my pocket, either. until a thoroug-h investigation ran be made. To
Some one must have put it there before I went tell you the truth, I think that the robbexies
committed last night, if they were :i;obbe-ries can
to bed last night."
"I positively know he did not steal it," spoke up be laid responsible to some cf yonr oW7! c1'.owd.
Bob Hawkins. "We were togetller all the time, I don't want to do any shooting here, but if you
and I know that Slover never took anything that g~ ahead and try to hang that rhan, I cer tainly
did not belong to him in his whole life. We will let lead fly, and when I shoot for fai r some·
'
are card sharps, I'll admit," but that don't make thing always drops."
us thieves."
The better class of miners gave 11 low cheer
."Shet up!" roared Tom Kane, who stood well of approval at this, and then t1ie vigilantes kne\\·
behind a bunch of the excited men, probably be- they were losing ground.
cause he thought he would be safer there than
"Do as ther boy says," called out ·a grizzly
if he came out in the open. "Your pard was miner,1 who seldom had much to say, but when he
found with the wallet in his pocket, an' that did speak he meant it. "It won't make no difsettles it. He's been regularly hied an' convicted ference if you wait a few hoUTs , Jake. If it
an' sentenced. Up with him, boys! There ain't can't be proved that he is innocent in that time
no use of havin' a vig·ilance committee if we yer kin go ahead ap' hang him."
can't go ahead an' do our work in ther 1·ight
Wild shot a glance in the direction ,. f the
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speaker and saw that there were a score or more it was that those who favored the way our hero
of miners near him, and he also no~iced that they had ~c~d crowded aro~nd him an~ his partners
seemed to approve of what he said. Ten Spot _ and msisted upon shakmg hands with them.
"Boys," said Wild, as he smiled at them apJake saw this, too, and he shrugged his s)loulprovingly, "I have a strong opinion that the
,
·
ders and said:
"Well, I don't want ter do nothin' that is goin' man is innocent of stealing that galoot's wallet.
ter go against ther majority, so i,'pose we take That's why I stopped the lynching. But just
a vote on it. Everybody what wants ther galoot leave it to me, and I will try and prove his innoto be hanged right now kin hold up their hand:>." cence. You all heard the remark I made a little
It was just then that Arietta, Anna and Eloise while ago, I suppose. I said that if there were
came hurrying to the scene. They were foll?wed any thieves in Ragged Edge Camp I believed
I
by Hop and Wing. Though they were quite a they belonged to the vigilance committee,
distance away from the scene when the man can't help but think that way, for I have had
was dragged to the tree, they could hear most of enough dealings with a couple of them to conwhat our hero said. They got there just as vince me that it is true. The first thing I want
about half the men there held up their hands, to do is to question each of the men who claim
showing that they desfred the hanging to take to have been robbed last night. If I find that
place immediately. Ten Spot Jake counted ~he they 1-eally were robbed, and that they are square
hands, and with a nod of satisfaction, exclaim- men; I promise to act as avenger for them."
"Three cheers for Young Wild Wset!" shouted
ed:
"There's twenty four as says we should go Bob Houston, one of the men who had been
ahead, which don't count me. That makes twen- cleaned out the night before.
The cheers were given with a will, and all but
ty-five. Now the1;, them what do~'t want ther
galo?t h~ged. until what Young W!l~ West calls the vigilantes and a very few who were on their
an . mvestig!tlon has been made, km hold up side joined in. It was evident that Bob Houston
was no friend of Ten Spot Jake's, and that he
their hands.
{!P went tp.e hands of those wh? were op~o~ed believed our hero might be right in what he
to 1t, the girls and the two Chmai;nen raismg said. Meanwhile Ten Spot Jake had selected
theirs, as well as ou_r hero a:nd his _Partn~rs. two men he could trust to guard the shanty lockBut the hands that Wild, Charlie and Jim rai~ed up, so the prisoners might not have a possible
held revolvers. Jake counted them, and then with chance of escaping. Not that he feared Young
Wild West and his partners might try to liberate
.
a laugh, called out:
"Jest twenty-three. I reckon we wm. We'll them, for he had seen quite enough of them to
believe they were strictly on the level, and tliat
.
go on with ther hangin', boys."
"Hold on a Jl'!inutf' said Wild sharply. "I the young deadshot was one who would keep his
word. But he had simply asked for a stay of a
counted twenty-eight.
"Yer couldn't do that, unless 'you counted them few hours anyhow and believing that nothing
gals an' ther two heathens, Young Wild West," would be found that would help out the prisoner
any the leader of the vigilantes was confident
was the reply.
"I did -count them .. I reckon they haJe got as that the hanging would go on.
"We can wait a while I reckon " he said to his
much to say about this as any one else.
· ' over to Buster
. 't·"
"An ' I· reck on th
"Come on. •We'll go
followers.
.
. ey am
A murmur of dissent wen~ up from th e mmers Mack's an' liquor up. I ain't a galoot as believes
who had opp~sed th~ han~i!lg. Some of th em in slin in' hot lead around any kind of fashion,
began ~xpressmg their opmrnns rather sharply, so we•fl 1·un this thing in a lawful way. If I
~nd seemg that he had lo st , Ten Spot Jake gave was as handy with a gun as Young Wild West
111
is, it would be different. But I ain't, boys; an' I
h Id
hi
,
"d h.
,, h
.
·"
e sai , s ruggmg s s ou. ers. don't think there's any of you as it Ther chance
All right,
th
"We'll l~ck ther ~aloot. up,. an;, en yer km go is that his pards kin do some tali shootin', too,
an' though we might wipe 'em out in a fight, it's
ahead "".1th rour mvestigation. ,
sartin that some of us would go down. There
.
A sm1Je flitted .over our hero s face. .
"You are showmg that you are a httl~ ;;l'lse ain't no use in dyin', not when yer kin live, boys.
w~en you are "forced to be~ Ten. Spot J ak ' hne Come on. I'll stand treat for all them what.
believes I'm right in this case. No others need
Now. then, Im gomg to make a
said c~lm~y.
investigation, and . 1£ I find _ out that. you ;yere not come.,,
.
.
.
the
at
knowmg
you
going to hang this man,
With the exception of the tw<! men ~ardmg
time that he was innocent, I will turn avenger.
You know what that means, I suppose? I won't the_ sh~nty, and those who had raised the1r.ha1:1ds
stop until I clean out all the ruffians there are to _md1cate ~~at they wanted to se~ the hang1~1g
take place nght away1 followed him to the sain this camp. You hear what I say!"
loon .. When he saw this, oru· hero could net help
· ·1antes made no reply Iauglnng
· of th e VJgi
Th e cap t am
h
_
f
·
"
to this, but stepping over to Slover, whose arms
I r;,ckon tho~ e11 ows are easJ enoug to
had been tied to his sides, he took hold of him
the ci:owd
and started for the near-by shanty, which some- l1andle, he obse1ved, ~s he rn~dded
Just take a
lock-up for those who com- that had gathered around 1nm.
d
t·11
• look at the gang boys. Do they look as though
:nes wa~ use as a
t
., F
ht t O ' t ft tl
1
1..
rmtted mmor offences.
or my par,
ge, ~ er ~em.
"Fetch ther other galoot along, too, boys," he tue ,aw oug
of h I·s followers conducted Hawkins they re · about .the. "01 st-lookmg gang of scount
'd.
drels I ever saw m a bunch."
sai , so wo
d I
f
,
" ,
there, too.
An they re t 11er worst 1ot o cowar s ever
The card sharps were put inside the shanty,
"Why,
disgustedly.
scout
the
decla1·ed
seen,"
Then
barred.
and
closed
was
door
the
and then
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\Ving went back to the camp, while the girls
ihere ain't a galoot among 'em as has got sand
entered the store to make a few purchases. The
enough in him ter raise a gun."
"That's because they know very well that they majority of the miners did not go to work tha:.
would get their medicine if they try such a morning, for they seemed to think that something, Charlie," \Vild answered. "Now then, thing more was going to happen before very
we'll take a look through the shanties that were .,long. As Hop walked into Buster Mack's sal'obbed last night. It is quite likely Ten Spot ""loon, smiling in his cheerful way, he found the
Jake will hang the other fellow for doing the vigilantes all assembled there. He knew prett;,•
robberies, whether any evidence can be found or well who they were, for it was easy to tell tiiose
not. That is, of course, if his partner is hung who were friendly to the so-called boss of the
mining camp. They were having things pretty
.
for stealing the wallet."
Selecting Houston as the first one, Wild asked well to themselves, and Buster Mack was prett:·
him to take them to his shanty. The miner was busy. It was plain to Hop that all of the vigio-Jad enough to do this, and when they got there !antes were not a little uneasy. This was prob~ur hero began making a thorough examination ably due to wh~t had happened out under the
of the interior. Houston declared that every- tree. Young Wild West had beaten them out of
thing was about as he had found_ it when he en- t~1eir game, and the way he had done it contered the shanty just before daylight that morn- vmced them that they had better go slowly.
As has been stated, Ten Spot Jake and Tom
ing, with the exception of his bed, which he had
Kane were the only ones who knew that Slove,fixed up a little.
"I didn't lay down on it," he said, " 'cause I was innocent. The rest all believed him to he
knowed that something was wrong as soon as I guilty, and that made them quite bitter toward
found ther bed was upset. I fixed it up in ther our hero and those who had opposed them. In a
dark, an' then it sorter struck me that I had few minutes Ten Spot Jake and Tom Kane left
better strike a light. When I done this I s~en the place. They were going over to the shanty
of the former and talk over matte1·s, as they
that somebody had been through my shanty."
He then showed our friends where his pile of did not think it safe to do it at the saloon. Hop
gold dust had been concealed, and as Wild lean- no sooner saw them go out of the front door
ed over and looked into the hole that was under than he made an excuse to Buster Mack and hurthe floor he found a knife lying in it. It was ried out of the back way. The clever Chinaman
just an ordinary hunting knife, and when he guessed that there was soine villainy on foot,
pulled it out and Houston declared that it was and he meant to try and learn what it was.
He did not know which of the shanties benot his, the boy looked it over carefully. On
the buckhorn handle the letters, "T. S. J.," were longed to Jake, but when he saw that they did
cut rather rudely. Young Wild West's eyes not go into the store, but kept on up the crooked
street, he took it for granted that they wexe
flashed with triumph.
"T. S. J., boys!" he exclaimed. "What do those going into one of them. But keeping in the rear
of the row that wa~ on that side of the street,
letters stand for?"
"Ten Spot Jake," replied Houston, his face he managed to keep almost abreast with them.
lighting up. "That's his knife, anyhow. I know and see them every time they passed an open
it by ther handle. I've seen it so many times spot. The bushes and rocks were plentifully
stickin' from ther sheath that I can't be mis- scattered about there, so it was easy for the
Chinaman to keep out of their sight, should thev
taken on it. Yes, that's his, all right."
"Hun-ah!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, waving be looking in that direction. The two were no't
his hat. "Whoopee! Whoopee! Wow! I reckon long in reaching the shanty, and when they
·
we'll soon find out who ther thievin' coyote.<; went inside Hop gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Now len," he mutter under his breath, "me
are! Come on, \Vild, let's go an' get Ten Spot
allee samee sneakee up and hear what um bad
Jake right away!"
"Don't be too fast, Charlie," cautioned the Melican galoots say. Me velly smartee Chinee
'
young deadshot. "We will look for further evi- so be."
It was not a difficult matter for him to get
dence before we do anything." .
But the boy was firmly convmced that Ten around to the shanty, and Jake and Kane had
Spot Jake was one ?f the r?bbcrs who had not been in it longer than a couple of minutes
cleaned out the sh~ntie? the night before, and when he was crouching close to the rear of it.
It was nothing but a ramshackle sort of buildthat he or one of !us friends had put the wallet
ing, anyhow, and there were plenty of cracks in
in the pocket of Slover.
the boards, as well as knotholes, that Hop could
see through. Of course he could hear, and when
two men sat down at the rickety little table
CHAPTER IX.-Hop Gets a Little Information. the
that was in one corner of the room he heard
Hop Wah felt pretty good after he ate his Ten Spot Jake saying:
"Well, Tom, I reckon it was quite a setback
b1·eakfast, even though he had been up until
well along toward morning. When the trouble we had this mornin'. I never thought the men
with the vigilantes 'lvas over, for a time, at least, of this camp would dare ter go back on ther vigiand Wild and his partners were going around in lantes like they did. But it's all due to that
aearch of evidence against the villains they sus- Young Wild West. He's a mighty dangerous
pected, t¾e clever Chinee decided to visit the sa- boy, Tom."
"He sartinly is," Kane answered, and Hop,
loon. He did not fear having any difficulty with
Ten Spot Jake and his men, for he was satisfied looking th1·ough a knothole, saw him nod his
hat they would let him alone, because he be- head in a way that was serious.
"\Vell, jest let 'em go ahead an' look around.
longed to Young ·wild West's party.
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'l'here's one thing putty sartin, an' that is . that
they ain't likely ter find our little cave where
we put ther gold dust an' money we got last
night. We'll wait till as long as the1· middle of
the,· afternoon, an' then if there ain't nothin'
different from what it is now, that galoot called
Slover has got to hang. When we've strung him
up we'll try ther other one for robbin' ther
three shanties lasts night. Of course he'll be
co11victed, an' then up he'll go, too. That will
rid us of them, an' then I'll feel putty square
for what they done to me last night. After
that's d:me we'll turn our attention to Young
Wild West an' his pards. But it might be a
good idea ter sorter work things around that
way afore th,i,t, eh, Tom?''
"\Vell, I don't h--now about that," Kane answered, and Hop grinned as he saw him shake
his head in ? way that told he was mortally
afraid of the dashing young dead;;hct. "Jest now
he's got about half th~r miners of ther camp on
his side. I do:1't see how we could do anything,
even if we did have proof that one of 'em stole
my watch last night. It ain't likely ther men
would believe it."
Jake frowned, as he saw the wisdom of this
remark.
"Maybe you're right, Tom," he said slowly.
"We'll wait till after ther other two galoots is
hung. an' then we'll fix up ther 1·est. But say!"
"What is it, ,Take?"
"There's one thing we've almost forgot, I reckon. There's that smart heathen runnin' around
this here camp with a pile of money in his pockets. We've sartinly got to git hold of that somehow."
"Oh, yes! But that won't be such a hard thing
to do, if we kin once git Young Wild West an'
his pards out of ther way. Then we'll run things
jest as you say they ought ter be run, Jake."
"That's what ther matter, Tom."
Then the leader of the vigilantes arose and got
the same bottle they had drunk from the night
before, and also a tin cup, and Hop watched
them as they drank to the success of the scheme.
But there was one thing puzzling the Chinaman.
He had beard them say something about a watch
being stolen by one of our friends-or that they
were going to make it appear so, in fact. Just
how they meant to make it appear so, he could
not find out, and he was anxious to learn. But
he had already heal'd enough to give him the
information that the two villains had stolen the
g·old dust from the three miners the night before, and that they had it in a little cave somewhere. That was evidence enough, as Hop knew,
for all he had to do was to tell Wild about it,
and then the two would be openly accused. He
listened for fully ten minutes, and finally heard
them talking of how the wallet had been placed
in the pocket of Slover. The villains laug_hed
heartily when they were talking about it, as
though they thought it a very good joke.
"Lat allee light," muttered Hop, as he shook
his head in a satisfied way. "Misler Wild say lat
somebody mustee put um wallet in um card
sharp's pocket; he velly muchee light, so be. Um
card sharp no gittee hang; Ten Spot Jake and
um other galoot allee samee gittee hung. Me
know lat velly muchee well, so be."
After waiting a little longer Hop calmly left
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the spot and returned to the saloon by the same
way he had come. The most of the vigilantes
were still gathered the1·e and instead of patro•
nizing the bar to any great extent they were
sitting around talking in whispers. The fact
was that a sort of gloom .had come over them,
and though they had tried pretty hard they could
not shake it off. Hop patronized the bar, and
then noticing how quiet the villains were, he
called out:
"Whattee mattee with evelybody? No muchee
talkee; no muchee dlinkee. Allee samee velly
still. Me havee makee lillee fun, so be."
"That's ther idea, Hop," spoke up Bnster Mack,
nodding his approval. "Go ahead an' make some
fun. Show us something good. They say you're
a regular magician."
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee,
so be."
Then Hop drew the trick parasol he generally
had hidden in one of his pockets from beneath
his coat, and while the men were looking straight
at him it was raised and placed over his head.
As it appeared to come right from his band,
when nothing could be seen, this was rather
mystifying to the spectators. But the jointed
bamboo and tough tissue paper could be gotten
into a very small compass, so it was not a difficult matter to make it appear or disappear, as
the clever magician saw fit. But Hop had merely
pr·oduced the pa,rasol so he might do something
else that would make a "lillee fun."
Holding the parasol over his head, he began
marching about the room, with his head thrown
back like a young lady who was ti·ying to affect airs. At the same tin'le his right hand was
full of a brownish powder. This he kept sprinkling on the floor in a little stream as he went
around. But he did not confine himself to the
center of the room, by any means. He made it
a point to march right around close to those sitting about, .and though they were not aware of
it a line of the powder was dropped by their
feet. When he had dropped probably half a
pound of the powder in this way, the Chinaman
s~ppecl up to the bar and calmly proceeded to
go through the performance of eatinR· the parasol. After the parasol had entirely disappeared,
Hop drew forth a cigar from his p:icket and
struck a match.
"Now, len, me havee lillee smoke," he ob,cerved
.
blandly.
He got the cigar going, and then under the
pretense of taking something from the floor, he
touched the lighted encl of the cigar to the train
of powder that was placed about the room. There
was a. sharp hiss, and, acting as though he was
very much afraid, the clever Chinaman leaped
back and yelJed:
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?"
The next moment there was a sulphurous
streak of fire and smoke zigzagging about the
room like a snake that was on the rampage. The
powder Hop had used was simply a composition
he had manufactured himself from gunpowder
and some other ingredients, and while the inmates of the room were shouting and yeiling and .
running about, he quietly ran out of the back
door and went to seek Young Wild West to let
him know of all he had seen and heard. ·
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The fact was that the vigilantes were eager
to do something, so they accepted the plan _offered by their leader right away. After talkmg
Wild and his partners returned to their camp, it over for about five minutes, they all set out
after assuring the three miners that they would in a roundabout way, going through the strip of
surely find the guilty parties before the day was woods that would fetch them to the other side of
over. ·when the three got to the camp they the camp of our friends. They went very cautiously, and as they got within a hundred feet of
found the girls waiting anxi~usly foi: them.
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arietta asked. the camp without being seen b¥ any one there.
"Pretty good, Et," was the reply. "We found Ten Spot Jake suddenly saw the coat that Kane
evidence enough to prove that it was Ten Spot had put the watch in still hanging upon the limb
Jake who robbed the three shanties. The big of a tree.
"There yer are, Torn. They ain't took ther
galoot dropped his knife in the very hole he took
the gold dust from _that _beloiwe_d .t~ Bob ~o,~s- coat down yet. I reckon ther two of us will go
up there an' accuse "that boy of stealin' ther
ton. Here is the kmfe with his m1tials on it.
"I suppose you'll go and get him now?" she said. watch. Ther rest of yer kin git around ther
"Pretty soon," was the reply. "Charlie and I other side of ther camp, so ther gals can't run an'
give ther alarm. You kin all have your guns
will take a walk over to the saloon first."
Wild and the scout at once started off, leaving ready an' jest let 'em know if they yell out
Jim at the camp. About halfway to Buster they'li be shot, as ""e're on business accordin'
ter ther law."
Mack's place they met Hop coming.
They all understood, so without an·y further
"Hello, Hop!" said Wild. "You look as though
you have got good news. I can generally tell by delay the two ringleaders stepped from behind
the trees and walked boldly to the camp. It hapthe expression of your face."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me allee samee gottee pened that Jim was at the edge of the brook
when they appeared, the girls being inside their
velly goodee news, so be."
Then he related how he had followed Ten Spot tent, fixing things up. The boy did not see them
Jake and Tom Kane to the shanty, and what he until they were within a few yards of them,
had seen and heard there. It was just then that and when he turned he saw that both villains
the vigilantes came out of the saloon. The smoke had 11im covered with their guns.
"We're lookin' for a watch what was stole
Hop had caused in there had cle~red a~ay by
this time, and they came out, rubbmg their eyes last night," said .Jake coolly. "Young feller,
yer ain't afraid ter let us make a search around
and acting in a very queer way.
"Me allee samee makee lillee fun lere," ex- here, are yer?"
"I reckon you galoots had better light out,"
plained Hop. "Um biggee boss of um saloon
tellee me to makee lillee fun, so me makee. Me _ was the repo/· "You know what will happen to
makee lillee smoke .and fire lun about um loom, you if you don't, maybe."
"That's all right, young· feller, you jest make
so be. Lat allee, Misler Wild."
It must have been that one of the vigilantes one little sound in ther way of a call an' you'll
suggested that they go and find their leader, for git 1·iddled with bullets, do yer hear that?"
They had the drop on Jim, and he quickly
the whole gang started in the direction of Ten
Spot Jake's shanty. Wil_d l_e t thell} go, for he did realized that the best thing he could do was to
not mean to interfere with them Just then. But keep quiet. He submitted himself to be led
he decided,-to take several of the miners into his where the coat was hanging, which was really
confidence, so he told Hop to go around and see his property. Then Tom Kane deliberately placed his hand in the pocket and drew forth the
them and tell them to come up to the saloon.
The Chinaman started away on his mission, watch.
"Here yer are!" he exclaimed. "I knowed he ·
and Wild and Charlie entered, finding Bu st er
Mack there alone. Meanwhile the vigilantes hur- took it, Jake!"
"Of course he did," was the reply, and then
ried along to Ten Spot Jake's shanty. The v~llain and his partner came out as they neared it,d with a quick movement Jake threw a rope about
Jim's body, pinning his arms to his side.
and they were· just in time to see Young Wil
West and Cheyenne Charlie entering the saloon.
This was no sooner done than Kane clapped a
Then it occurred to the leader that it would be
a good time to go and accuse Jim Dart of the handkerchief in the boy's mouth. Then they
picked him up bodily and carried him away from
theft of Kane's watch.
"Boys" said he, "I reckon things is gettin' the spot, without the girsl knowing what had
putty w'arm around here. ~e've got ter clean happened. The two villains had talked in low
out Young Wild West an' his pards. Somebody tones, and realizing that he might get shot if he
stole-Tom's watch last night, an' we've good re~- called for help, Jin1 l'emained silent. As they
son ter believe that it was one of Young Whd reached the trees the rest of the gang_quickl::
West's gang, if it wasn't himself., Two, of 'e1_11 pounced upon th~ boy, and in less , time than it
has jest gone inter Buster Macks, an now 1t takes to record 1t he was doubly; secured arnl
would be a good chance ter go down to ther camp being dragged away th.r ough the woods.
It happened that Arietta came out of the ten
an' see if we kin find ther watch. They can't
see us from there, an' if we should find ther at that moment, and she was just in time to se"
watch there we'll take ther galoot what's there, the villains disappearing from view around th.,
too an' hang him right away. We'll go off into trees. Not seeing Jim, her suspicions we1·e
the;· woods a little ways, an' make a job of it. aroused at once. She called out to him, and, r,,.
ceiv:ing no reply, p1·omptly set out on the run for
There's enough here ter keep ther gals from
Buster Mack's saloon . But Wild saw her coming;,
givin' ther alarm, I i-eckon."
CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
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,and befor'e. she got there be was running swiftly
' to meet her.
"Something is wrong, Wild!" the girl exclaimed. "I can't see anything of Jim around the
camp, nor will he answer me when I call. I saw
a crowd of men disappearing in the woods just
before I missed him. I think pr-obably the vigilantes have got him."
That was quite enough for Wild. He made a
spurt and reached the camp in a jiffy. Then, he
not knowing but that the villains might have
carried Jim away on horseback, he quickly saddled t he sorrel stallion and mounted. He started off in the direction Arietta had seen the men
running and at a gallop followed the trail. Less
than two hundred yards was covered by the boy
whe!i he came upon a startling scene. Jim stood
bennth a tree, a rope about his neck. The rope
• had been thrown over a limb, and holding fast
to it, ready to pull the boy upward, were the
cro-wn of vigilantes. Dashing forward, Wild cut
the rope. The leader of the vigilantes rushed
toward him; but Jim's life was saved.
The·n Wild drew his revolver. If Ten Spot
Jake had fired a shot at the boy, instead of trying to stop him from what he was doing, he
would have stood a better show. He probably
did jtu;t what came into his mind, and the result
was that he found himself staring into the muzzle of Wild's revolver. Though his arms were
tied behind his back, Jim Dart had the full use
of his legs, and he quickly backed around so
Wild could sever his bonds. Then in a twinkling
he had seized the other revolver that belonged
to his partner, and he, too, was ready for action.
"The first man who pulls a gun will have the
satisfaction l.lf seeing his leader drop dead!"
called out Wild, in a tone that rang with meaning. "I'm here to avenge the wrongs that have
l:ieen done the honest people of Ragged Edge
Camp. You can bet your life that there is going
to be a hanging presently, but it won't be Jim
Dart or the card shari, who will hang. Ten Spot
Jake and Tom Kane will take their place. They
are the thieves who cleaned out the three shanties last night; and it was Kane who put Jake's
wallet in the pocket of Slover's coat."
Cheyen11e Charlie, followed by the three girls
and Hop, now appeared on the scene. All but
the Chinaman had rifles, and when the vigilantes
saw themselves covered with the deadly Winchesters they at once called out for mercy. Hop
had notified several of the miners what Wild
said, and while Jim Dart was busy disarming
and tying up Ten Spot Jake and Tom Kane half
a dozen of them .:;ppeared upon the scene. Then
while the rest of the villains stood as meekly as
lambs, Wild told them of the discovery he had
made, and also what Hop had seen and heard.
Even those who Jud been followers of Ten
Spot Jake turned against him. Wild could easily see how it was going to turn out. The two
villains were doomed to be hanged. But he wanted to find out where the gold the villains had
stolen had been secreted, so looking Jake squa1·ely in the eyes, he said:
"I reckon you may as well own up to it, you
miserable galoot. What did you do with the gold
dust you took from Houston, Biggle and Roach?"
"I don't know nothin' about it."

AS AVENGER

"Hop, come here," called out our hero, as he
turned to the Chinaman.
Hop came forward, and Wild made him tell
those present all that he had heard the villains
say in the shanty while he was listening through
,
the crack in the boards outside.
"Yer lie, ye1· yaller-faced heathen!" · roared
Tom Kane angrily, when Hop had got through.
"'Veil," said our hero coolly, as he drew the
knife he had found in the hole that Houston's
gold had been taken from, "do you recognize this,
Jake?"
The face of the villain turned deat,h]y pale as
he saw the knife.
"There is T. S. J. carved on the handle, Jake,"
Wild went on, in his cool and easy way.
He held it up so the miners could see it, and
an angry roar went up.
"I reckon there ain't no use in lookin' for any
further evidence, Young Wild West," called out
one of the minei·s. "They're ther guilty ones,
sure enough."
Our hero again turned to Ten Spot Jake and
a sked him where the gold had been hidden. The
villain was now t rembling like a leaf, and he
told the boy just where he might find it.
Then as our friends walked away from the
spot the trial began. The result the reader can
guess. Young Wild West had certainly avenged
the wrongs, not only of those who had suffered
at the hands of the villain, but those who had
been accused wrongfully. The two card sharps
had been liberated from the shanty lock-up as
soon as our friends got there, and they ~ere
about as happy as any one in Ragged Edge
·
Camp.
With Ten Spot Jake and Tom Kane out of the
way, it looked as though things might progress
1;1-o~e s~oothly there,. S? . our friends made up
then· mmds that the v1g1lantes' mistake would
teach them all to be better men in the future.
·our friends left the camp the next day but beforefore going away, Jim Dart handed the watch
that had been placed in his pocket by Tom Kane
to Buster Mack, saying:
"I don't know j~st who this belongs to, but I
know I don't own it. I'll leave it to you to find
out who the owner is, and if you can't do that
you can raffle it off and keep the money yo~
take in for it."
"Oh, all right!" was the reply. "It was Tom
Kane's watch, all right. If I could ever find
whether he's got any relations or not I'd send
'
'em the money it fetches."
The gold the two villains had placed in the ·
cave was recovered and the there men who had
thought they had lost it for good were made
happy, as might be supposed. As there is nothing more to tell in connection with this story, we
will bring it to a close, with the promise of giving the further adventures of Young Wild West
and his friend s in the next issue of "Wild West
V'i'eekly."
Next .week's issue will contain "YOUNG ,vILD
WEST AFTER THE DEATH-DE-ALERS; or A
'
HOT FIGHT IN THE GULCH."
' Send us a one-cent stamp to· cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Pict.ul"I
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CURRENT NEWS
PINEAPPLE FOR 40,000 KRONEN
A man walked into the bar of one of the big
hotels in Vienna and placed a pineapple on the
table. "One pound sterling or 40,000 kronen," he
said.
There was no sale, but the incident serves to
illustrate the chaotic idea of values · prevalent
there. An Austi·ian smelled it gratefully, remarking: "It's the first one I have seen since
1814."
BURIED TREASURE
The police and the sheriff's office are trying to
solve the problem of how bar silver worth between $3,500 and $4,000 came to be buried on
the farm of Lewis Salmon, on the east bank of
the Niagara River, near Lasalle, N. Y.
Salmon called on a Buffalo jeweler one· day
with a sample of the metal, which he had turned
up with a spade. Learning that it was real bullion, Salmon reported his find to the police, and
accompanied by an officer, retm·ned to the farm.
They dug up 44 bars, each six inches long, three
inches wide and half an inch thick. The soil

,,....

showed no signs that the bullion had been recently buried. The bars were found at varying
depths from one to four feet below the surface
of the ground.
KILLS BIG BEAR
near Bittinger, Garrett CounDurst,
Mortimer
ty, Md., shot a black bear that dressed 300 pounds.
The animal was fat and apparently about three
years old .
Durst, accompanied by his nephew, Kenneth
Durst, had followed the trail of the animal all
clay and came upon it on the east s~ope of Meadow Mountain as the animal was sunning himself,
and with one shot from his rifle despatched him.
This was at a rugged spot near 'Dunlap's Camp,
not far from Big Run. The two men dragged the
body to the foot of the hill to a sled and hauled
it to the Durst" fa1·m, where it was dressed. This
is thought to have been the same bear that one
night last November visited the Durst farm and
carried away a 100-pound hog. It is thought
he had returned for a second feast of poTk when
DuTst got on his trail.
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"Mystery Magazine," No. 107, Out April 15th, Contains:
A FEATURE STORY :
"HELL'S HINGES." By Hamilton Craigie.
A SERIAL:
''THE VOICE OF HORROR." IN TWO PARTS. By Gerard a:nd Beatrice Luisi.
FOUR SHORT STORIES:
"HAUNTING EYES," by Jack J . Gottlieb; "THE HOUSE - BREAKER," by
Will A. Wilkinson; "THE MOUSE," by Merritt L. Allen; "TWO BURNS
AND A SHORT-CIRCUIT," by Earl Norton.
AND A SCIENTIFIC ARTICLE:
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD"
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IV.
Charlie Gets His First Job as Chauffeur.
He was quite an energetic character apparently
this officer No. 2. Charlie ·learned afterwards
that his name was Bark r, and he now turned
down an alley alongside the bank without displaying the slightest sign of fear, while Weeks, on the
contrary seemed very nervous, and there is no
denying that Charlie felt the same way.
They passed a side door leading into the_ bank
building, which was closed. Weeks was gorng to
ti-y it, but Barker whispered:
"Come on! It's the gate for ours."
. .
The gate ,ms 1·ight at the end of the ~mldmg,
where a high fence, surmounted by spikes, began.
d
Barker hied it and found it unfastene .
"See," he whispered. "They have cut the lock
out with a hack-saw."
"They had a hack-saw," Eaicl Charlie. "I saw
it in the tool-box of the car."
"Don't let's talk," breathed Barker, drawing a
:revolver.
They slipped through the gate and came in :riehind the bank. A faint light could be seen behmd
barred windows.
"They've hung up something for a screen,"
whispered "reeks. "They are in there, all right."
He tried the back door and found it unlocked.
Just as he was about to enter the sound of a muffled explosion was heard within the vault and at
the same instant the door opened and a tall man
confronted them.
"Dan Levine!" cried Barker, raising his revolver.
But the man was too quick for him.
Slam! went the door right in the officer's face,
and a key was heard to turn in the lock.
"We might have guessed," g1·owled Weeks.
"What shall we do now?"
"To the alley!" cried Barker, and they all ran
out of the yard.
He explained afte1-wards that he was sure the
burglars would not attem~t to stand their ground,
knowing that their presence had been discovered
by the police.
He was right.
·
Before they could get through the gate the
thieves had gained the alley, and they saw them
i:unning towards Main street.
There were. three, Smithers, Faxon and the
man Levine. ,
Barker fired, and so did Weeks, at the same
limP. ,:hont.im, to them to halt.
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No attention was paid to the command, nor is
it likely that either shot took effect, for an exciting chase followed which came to nothing in
the end, for the burglars finally managed to give
them the slip and what became of them Charlie
never knew.
Giving it up at last, Weeks went back to the
bank, while Charlie and Barker went to the iron
foundry to watch the automobile, but even this
came to nothing, for it was gone when they got
,·here and so was the red headed man. ·who he
""<IS Barker declared he did not know, but Le\·ir,e. he informed Charlie, was a locksmith and
,iobbing machinist there at Rowleyville "'ITho had
long borne a shady reputation.
They returned to the bank now, where they
found that the vault had been blown open.
"They couldn't have gotten much," declared
Weeks, "but I am inclined to think they make off
with what they could stuff in their pockets. I
have telephoned Mr. Hurley. He's coming right
down."
The two officers were so excited ,over the affair
that they paid little attention to Charlie now, and
the boy began to wonder where he was coming
out of all this.
Here he was far from home with only six dollars in his pocket. Still, he was glad to have
enough to pay his fare to Hitica.
Mr. Hurley was the p1·esident of the bank, Barker told him, and after a while he came, a pleasant-faced old gentleman, wl10 seemed disposed to
take the affair very coolly.
"That rascal Levine is"at the bottom of it all."
he declared. "Rowleyville is well rid of him. It
was he who opened the doors, of course. I dal'e
say he took wax impressions of the locks when
we had him here at work on some repairs two or
three months ago. But now to see if these rascals have got away with anything. Of course,
we can't tell definitely how much has been stolen
until we have time to figu1·e up."
Mr. Hurley made a hasty exammination and
decided that the thieves had taken somewhere in
the neighborhood of two thousand dollars, and it
may be stated right here that this proved to be
not far out of the way.
He now turned to Charlie and questioned him
closely about himself and the burglars.
"We certainly owe it to you, young man, that
we have not ·been cleaned out of everything,''
he finally said. "This should be a lesson to you
not to take up v;rith strangers, although under the
circumstances I don't know that !,can blame you.
v\That are you proposing to do?"
"I'm looking for a job as a chauffeur," replied
Charlie. "I suppose I shall go to Hitica and see
if I can find one."
"Must it be Hitica ?" asked Mr. Hurley. "As
it happens, I am looking for a young man to act
as chauffeur. Very likely we can strike a bargain. Come home with me. There is a chauffeur's
room fitted up over the gal'age where you can '
finish out the night. To-morrow we will talk it
over."
(To be continued.)
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
DEPOSITOR S TO BE FINGER-PR INTED
All postal savings depositors must now be finger-printed; this supplements the present method
of identification and safeguards both the paying
-postmaster and the depositors. The system was
inaugm:ated on December 15th, and the prints are
taken whenever an account is opened or interest
or principal -paid. Care is taken -to disabuse the
minds of depositors of any connection between
this procedure and criminology; those who already have · accounts will register their fingerprints in the first transaction following the installation of the system.
SENT HIM A MULE'S HEAD
On his summer trip Frank Br own of Independence, Mo., got an elk and 01·dered the head mounted. He was expecting it one day last week, and
when a big box arrived bv express he procured a
hatchet, nail puller and denick and hastened to
open it up. The boys gathered around to watch,
and when the box was carefully opened the excelsior and straw removed, there \\"as the head
of a grinning mule with dead jumpson weeds fo l"
branching antlers. Those who saw it pronounced
it a very fine head of its kind, and the joke wa.s
complete when a big express bill was presented.

bite on record, but the man recovered. The poison
seems generally to be wiped off before it can
enter the wound.
JE,WELS WORTH $1,000 RESCUED FROM
SEWER
Diamonds worth $1,000 belonging to Mrs. Edward Van River were Tecovere<l the other day
by the street cleaniPg force of Paterson, N. J., an
hou1· after EddiP Vim Riper dropped his mother's
char,ois jewel case down a pipe in the bathroom.
Mrs. Van Riper was so relieved when one of
Paterson's veteran street cleaners emerged from
a mnddy manhole carrying the stained jewel case
that she fainted.
W11en Mrs. Van Riper telephoned to her husban~ tl)at Eddie, their 6-year-old son, had found
the Jewel case on the top of the refrigerator and
playfully slipped it down the dntinpipe, Mr. Van
Riper teleph'J11ed to Lawrence T. Ryan, StTeet
Superintende nt, who disp2tched a crew i11 a fast
automobile to the Van RipE'r home. A manhole
was opened, a fine screen placed across the sewer
and the main flu shed with a fire hose.
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FINDS OLD PENNIES
Much specuhtion is rife in l\iiller, S. D., over
the find irg recently of a large m 1 mber of old
pennies hearing the date of 1803, 1836 and 1800,
by Carl Abbott of St. Lawrence, while he was out
huntirig.
Retm-n ing to town with his find he showed the
pennie<1 to friends, and a party returned to the
spot whe.,,.e the coins were pi<:fed up and made
a thorough search which resulted in the finding
of more coppers bearing the date 1800.
These coins were found neai- a large rock and
investigation revealed what was thought to have
been the remains of a small leath"h pouch, probably of buckskin. It is kno·wn that sums were
lost near where Miller now is located during the
early days of stage lines expres:s.
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HELL'S HINGES
By HAMILTON CRAIGIE

THE BITE OF THE GILA MONSTER
Natural Historu has an instructiYc little article

on the Gila Monster. Authorities differ as to the
deadliness of its bite; but no really authentic case
of human death from this source has been forthcoming. The poison is· fatal, but it seems that
the animal is unprovided with means for ejecting
it; the glands are in the under side of the mouth,
imperfectly connected with the teeth, and, as Dr.
Leo Loeb points out, liquids won't flow uphill.
One Gila mo:rtster was adopted a.;; a playfellow
by a five-year-old girl, and never offered to bite
her; another, after being safely handled by a
museum attendant for a year, inflicted the worst
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Hearts and Diamonds
By KIT 'CLYDE
Carter, Blake & Co., dealers and importers of
diamonds and other precious stones, were unusually busy at Christmas times.
They decided to employ some more men.
Cyril Chester saw in this his opportunity to
obtain a position.
His uncle, Abner Blake, junior member of the
firm, had promised him the first vacancy.
Cyril at once applied to Mr. Blake, and was
made a salesman in the store.
Cyril was twenty-two, quite poor, and in love;
so he determined to devote himself very earnestly
to his business, hoping that application might
lead to his pl'Omotion, and ultimately enable him
to marry Florence Titus, to whom he had been serectly engaged for almost a year; in fact ever
since he was graduated from college.
As their.engagement had never been announced
Florence still had seve1·al suitors for her hand.
Among others a certain Wilson C!ide, who despised Cyril because he saw Florence preferred
him beyond all her other lovers.
Clyde was also employed by Carter, Blake &
~
~-He was superintendent of the repairing
depart-

·
ment.
One morning early in the new year, Mr. Blake
~ent for Cyril to some to his private office.
When the latter entered he said:
"Cyril, we have just finished the re-setting of
Mrs. 1 Candor's very valuable diamonds, and we
dare not trust them to the mail or express comtJ::my, so we want you to start to-night for Pittsburg and carry them to her. It will be better
to let no one know of your departure or errand,
·.is the jewels are valued at sixty thousand dollars. You can take them in a little valise
and--"
Here Mr. Blake stooped and whispered something into Cyril's ear, for at that moment Wilson
Clide had entered to ask some question about an
order he had just received.
After Cyril left the office in the. afternoon he
had only time to bid Florence a hasty good-by
and hurry for the evening train to Pittsburg.
Just as the train was starting a young boy
boarded it and took a seat almost opposite Cyril
in the drawing-room car.
For a while Cyril read, looking up every now
and then to watch the young boy who sat opposite and whose face seemed to him to be somewhat
familiar; then, too, the boy acted so strangely
-he seemed to be suffering from some great and
suppressed excitement, which, though he did his
best to hide it, exhibited itself in the anxious
glances he cast about the car and his restless
manner.
Finally the boy arose and went to the end of
the car where the smoking compartment was.
Cyril, growing tired of his book, decided to
have a cigar, and suiting his action to his wish,
also went to the smoking compartment, again sitting opposite the young boy
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He looked in vain for a match.
Finally the boy whom he had before noticed
came to his rescue an<L-offered him a light.
Ajter this they began a conversation which
lasted until Cyril became so sleepy he decided
to go to his berth.
The young man remained in the smoker, saying that he was not a bit sleepy.
"But you are yawning dreadfully, sir," said
Cyril, smiling.
The boy seemed embarrassed by this goodnatu1·ed speech, but .answered:
"That is merely a habit I have. I often yavm,
but I never go to bed before two o'clock, and that
is two hours yet. However, don't let me detain
you. Good-night."
"Good-night," said Cyril, departing.
When he awakened in the morning, the sun
was shining brightly, and the trnin was just
entering Pittsburg.
Cyril took a cab, and directing the. coachman
to drive to Mrs. Candor's, who lived in Oakland,
he proceeded to open his valise and look at the
diamonds, to assure himself of their safety.
He gave a cry or horror as he perceived that
they were gone.
Hastily s·p ringing from the cab he returned to
the station.
He asked the conductor about the young man
who had talked with him in the smoking compartment the night before.
The conductor said that that passenger had
gotten out at a little town about thirty miles below Pittsburg with another man.
Cyl'il then told the conductor of the robbery and
sent telegrams all around to stop the thief.
All day he waited in the Pittsburg depot.
Gradually the answers to the telegrams came
back to him, but they contained no clue of the
young man.
No one had seen any such person at any time.
Crestfallen and unhappy, Cyril returned to
Ney. York.
He arrived there about nine o'clock, and going at once to Carter, Blake & Co., sought out
Mr. Blake in his private office and told him the
whole story-his suspicions of the young man.
and his fruitless search for him. ·
While they were talking Wilson Clide entered.
His gray hair and pale face seemed to Cyril
to be whiter even and paler than before he left.
Cyril's mental comment was:
"He has proposed to Florence and been rej ected . That is why he looks so badly."
"I have just received a telegl'am from Mri,.
Candor saying the diamonds were not delivered
yesterday as promised. Have they been sent?"
asked Wilson Clide, looking from one to the
other.
Then Mr. Blake told him the entire str.lry, first
taking care to send Cyril from the room.
. For though he doubted him, he felt sorry for
him.
Mr. Carter was called in,· a hurried council
was held, an officer summoned, and Cyril arrested
and borne off to a prison cell.
He begged to be allowed to call and say a few
words to Florence.
The request ,vas denied.
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"She would not wish to see you-a thief," said
Wilson Clide, with ill-concealed malice.
"How dare you--" cried Cyril, raising h~s
cane.
He would have struck Clide had not Mr. Carter interferred.
The officer led him down the steps.
"You have forgotten your hat, Mr. Chester,"
said Clide, following him to the door.
"No matter," said Cyril, passing down the
,
street.
Just as he turned the corner he looked back
and saw Clide kick the offendin·g hat into the
street with great vehemence.
"He don't seem to like you," said the officer.
"Hardly," replied Cyril, sadly.
The trial was almost over.
Cyril found his chances for acquittal less and
less.
Clide had sworn fal sely, but so well that Cyril
saw the establishmen t of his innocence further
and further away.
Cyril buried hi s face in his hands, and thought
bitterly of his ruined life·and Fforence.
"The1·e is one more witness," said the lawyer
for the defense.
Cyril looked up.
· Wilson Clide tur ned deadly pale, and seemed
as if he would fa int a s Florence stepped upon the
stand.
She was duly sworn in.
"Your name, miss?"
"Florence Titus."
"Your age?"
"].Iineteen."
"Your residence?"
"No. 135 West - - - sheet."
"Will you kindly tell us all you know about
this diamond robbery?"
"Mr. Clide and Mr. Chester are both friends of
mine. Last week M1'-. Clide--"
"I object!" cried the opposing lawyer, rising.
.
"Your honor, I object."
"Omit that part," thert said the judge, turning
to Florence and speaking gently to her.
"But I can't tell my story otherwise," the witness answered, turning suddenly pale.
There was some little confusion here caused
by the attempt of Mr. Clide to l~ave the court
and make his way through the cr.owd.
The witness continued her story.
"About a week ago Mr. Clide proposed to me. I
rejected him upon .the ground that I was already
engaged to Mr. Chester. Mr. Clide grew angry,
and vowed to be revenged pn Mr. Chester."
Again the objection was raise.d to her testimony, again the objection was :removed, and she was
permitted to tell her story in her own way.
"Mr. Clide, after he left me, wrote two letters,
evidently. One was fo1· me, and the other for a
person calted Jock. Mr. Clide evidently sent my
letter to Jock, and Jock's to me. It is here, and I
think will materially aid in clearing Mr. Chester."
The letter was produced.
It read thus:

"DEAR JOCK.-Your scheme is good. Besides
making us rich, if will aid me in a little personal
reve1!ge· Take them and get Chester accused. He
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goes to Pittsburg on Thursday. They are in a
valise, small, black, marked H. H. C. Yours,
"WILSON. C."
"Arrest that man," cried the judge, pointing to
Wilson Clide, who sat shivering in a corner.
"But he is innocent; he did not commit the robbery-the thief wa s another man-the jewels-"
cried Florence, very much agitated.
But the judge interrupted her, saying:
"Where are they?"
"In my possession,'' was her answer, and then
in the most unexpected mannel' she fainted away ·
and had to be remov ed from the courtroom.
A recess was announced.
Cyril, moi-e dead than alive, and completely a,;tounded by what he had l1eard, was borne back
to his cell.
Florence was placed under arrest--as an accomplice.
The court rea ssembled.
Florence, h avn1g l'ecovered from his f;i.intness,
continued her testimony-i t was as follows:
"Having received that letter, I decided to save
the diamonds, so I dressed in boy's clothes."
Here she pau sed and blushed furiously, then
continued:
"I succeeded in getting the train just as it left
the station. My plan was to keep Mr. Chester
awake all night by talking· to him, for this purpose. I succeeded in getting him in conversation.
I took all the matches from the match-box in the
smoking car, and Mr. Chester had to apply to me
for a light for his ciga1-. After that we talked.
but about twelve o'clock Mr. Chester got sleepy
and went to bed. I was. in despair. I retired to
my berth, which was , just opposite his, and
watched. Finally I saw someone moving in the
berth above Mr. Chester's. I knew it was Jock,
so, anticipating him, I stole out and, drawing
the little valise from under Mr. Chester's head,
retired to my own berth. I took out the jewels
and returned the valise. I decided that I would
restore them to Mr. Chester in the morning. Just
then the train stopped at some little station. I
saw the man Jock leave the car. I followed.
He disappeared into the darkness. I followed hill.l
for a few steps and then, deciding that it was
useless, I started to return to the train. It was
too late-the train was gone. I had been so interested i.n Jock I had forgotten all else. There
was nothing for me to do but wait until morning,
as the station -was closed for the night, of course.
The diamonds were in my pocket. About six
o'clock the stationmaste r came. I was then in
my woman's clothes, a s I had a dress and a waist
in the valise which hung from ·a strap over my
shoulder. He took me home, and his wife gave
me some breakfast. The next day I returned
to New York. · I was too tired to ·come before,
and too weak. And-and that is all."
"You are a brave girl," said the judge.
Cyril and Florence are to be mar1ied in the
spring. For though Clide's game was clever and
his diamonds well played, still Florence played
her hearts better.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you "' copy of "Moring Picture

Stories.''
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
BACK TO THE HOUR-GLASS
A miniature "hour-glass" is now being used to
time the telephone conversation. Its uppel' compartment exhausts itself of sand in just three
minutes; with one eye on the glass, the telephone
u3er sees when the time is almost up, and can
speed up his business accordingly, so that the
talk may be finished within the specified thTee
minutes of the long-distance call.

WEEKLY

night without giving place to darkness. The
stars are never seen during this time of continuous daylight, aI_Id the moon shines pale and cold.
Summer is so short that the wild flowers have
just enough time to grow, to bloom and t o fade,
and the farmer is barely able to gather in his
harvest, which, however, is sometimes nipped by
a summer frost ..
The midnight sun passes, and a few weeks
later the hour~ of sunshine shorten rapidly, the
aJI' beco~es chilly and the nights colder, although
the sun 1s warm during the day. All this happens by the middle of August, and then the gmss
turns yellow, the leaves change their color, wither
and fall; the swallows and other migl'ating birds
fly southward; twilight comes again, bringing
~he starn, one by one, which now shine brightly
m the pale blue sky; the moon appears again as
queen of the night, lighting and cheering the long,
dark days of the Scandinavian winter.
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Knicker-What is a swimming hole? BockerA body of water entirely surrounded by boys.
"That's a terrible noise in the nursery Mollie,", said her mistress. "What is the rr:atter?
Cant you keep th~ baby quiet?" "Sure mum"
repli~d Mollie. "~ can't keep him quiet 'less '1
let him make a noise."

'!her«': were som_e _questions in geography reA DRIVE ON THE PRAIRIE DOG
ezaminations for law
In Niobrara County, Wyoming, prairie dogs quned m the prehmmary admission
to the bar.
to
mfest 200,000 acres of fa1m land; each dog means students who aspired "Name
ten animals · that
a loss of more than $1 a year. The Biological Among them was :
young man wrote :
Survey is cooperating with landow_ners to clean liv~ in the Arctic zone." One
seals."
up these colonies of pests; in one such clean-up "Five polar bears and :five
99 per cent. of the animals were destroyed. Free
Mrs. Lansing-Our Aid Society is going to give
bait is furnished for government land, and county
com~issioners give :financial help in the smaller . a ch~rch social at_ the church. Lansing- Another_? Why, you Just had one last week. Mrs.
sections.
La~smg~I know. It did not pay expenses, so
we re g1vmg another to make up the deficit of
AXE FOR FOREST GIANTS
the last one.
Three oak trees, estimated to be more than 200
years old, have been cut down in the business
"Colonel Brown seems to be very literary " redistrict of Valparaiso, Ind., to make way for a marked a visitor to the Brown household t~ the
new business building.
negro maid, glancing at a ·pile of magazines lyThe three ti-ees are fully seventy-five feet tall ing on the _floor. "Yes, ma'am," replied the eband three feet through at the base. It is esti- ony-!a~ed g1,rl, "YE:S, ma'am? he sholey am literary.
mated the trees contain eighteen cords of wood He Jes nat ally httahs thmgs all ovah dis yere
and fence posts.
·
house."
Many years ago hundreds of these giants of the
but
city,
the
of
site
pi-esent
forest stood on the
He was a simple looking lad and he annoyed
they have given way to the 'progress of civiliza- the busy blacksmith by standing inquisitively near
tion. At the Court House Square, in the center th_e forg,e, where he _was very much in the way.
of the business district, four of the trees remain. Fmally Lhe blacksmith held a red hot iron suddenly under the boy's nose, hoping to frighten
him away. "Say, mister," said the boy unaWONDERS OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN
bashed, "if you'll give me a dime I'll li~k it."
There is always mystery and witchery to the
smith took a dime from his pocket and held
people of temperate climes in thinking of the The
it out.. ~hereupon the simple looking lad took
L and of the Midnight Sun, and accounts by trav- the
com, licked it and walked away whistling.
elers who have witnessed its rare beauties are
welcome as a page from some romance.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
From the end of May to the last days of July
in Norway and Sweden the sun shines day and we will mail yon a copy of . "Myster y Magazine."
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FROM ALL POINTS
DEATH IN DRINK
"The 'face on the barroom floor' should be a
skull with crossbones unde1· it these days," declares George H . Blincoe, Federal Prohibition
agent.
"Death lurks in white corn liquor," he says.
"It all contains fusel oil, one of the most deadly
poisons. First-run moonshine is 'rank poison,'
yet the moonshiner who makes the stuff-'first
shots' it is called by the legitimate distilleL"doesn't trouble himself to distill it again,_ but
sells it as it is for drinking purposes."
Double distilled and ageing in charred barrels
for at least four years is necessary to remove the
fusel oil, Mr. Blincoe says.
"No moonshine I have ever seen in my experience as a Prohibition enforcement officer has
been aged. The bootleggers' motto seems to be
'full speed ahead' and never safety first."
POLLYWOG S
"Have you a little pollywog in your home?"
1·eads a sign in a bird and fish sto1·e in the lower
do,vntown section of New York The pollywogs
swim contentedly around in a g-lass ·fish aqua1-ium,
and if you buy a11 assortment you are supposed to
watch them develop into frogs.
Before it was a pollywog it was a tadpole. A
tadpole is almost all tail. A pollywog is less tail
and more body. AE the fro11t part of the 'body
gets larger it takes . on the appearance of the
frog which it will be in a few weeks. Soon the
legs develop. The tail then rapidly disappears,
being absorbed by the rest of the body. By the
time the new frog is 1·eady to croak the tail
·will have disappeared.
The aqua1·ium man says he has many calls fot
the embryo frogs. They are particularly sought
after by high school students who are studying
zoology and by others interested in the mysterious changes wrought by nature.
INDIANS PAID
Kickapoo Indians have been much in evidence
at Eagle Pass, Tex., the past few days, coming
from their reservation near Musquiz, Mexico.
They came in to receive their checks, long overdue them, from the United States Indian agency
office at Shawnee, Okla.
The checks came the other day and have been
under distribution. Smiling Indians with bundles can be seen on all streets and in every direction.
Detention of the checks by the Shawnee office
after their payment became •due the Kickapoos
caused the latter much suffering during the winter and led to complications with the Mexican
Government, which was called upon to send 500
troops to stop the Indians from wantonly s}aughtering deer out of season and violations cf the
game laws of Mexico, to which it was sai.J. they
had been .forced to supply food or starve.
Now heap big Indian is happy, as they have
plenty of money to supply their every need at
present.
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FIVE i\IILES UNDER THE SEA
Deep-sea sounding of 1ate years has become a
very exact science. No idea of the difficulties
involved can be gathered simply by watching a
vessel sounding off our shallow coasts. It is
when a !1hip reaches the ocean, thousands of
miles from land, that the real work begins. To
sink a lead to a quite shallow depth is the eas.iest
thing in the world. But wlien it comes to working in miles sailors are brought up against a very
.
different problem.
Even to-day nobody knows exactly where the
greatest depth exists, for the simple reason that
no instrument at present invented can reach the
bottom in the deepest pa1-ts.
A theory accredited by scientists is that below
a certain depth solid matter refuses to sink, because the pressure of the water is so g1·eat that
specific g1·avity is overcome.
It is widely held that when ships sink in the
deepest parts of the ocean they 11eve1· reach bottom, but float about suspended in the water at a
depth below which their weight is not sufficient
·
to take them.
In support of this theory it may be stated that
the greatest depth ·which has been sounded up to
the present is just over five miles. But it is
thought that parts of the ocean are perhaps four
times as deep, and marine engineers are anxious
to find some means of proving this.
In this branch of nautical research wonderful
instruments are used.
Attached to the leads of the sounders, which
weigh 70 pounds and are suspended on piano wire,
are specially constructed cups, which close automatically and bringup samples of the ocean's
bed.
They are provided with a dial upon which the
depth touched by the leads is at once rncorded,
and are in use in all ocean-going cable ship.;,
which must of necessity determine of what the
ocean bed consists.
Time after time ships working in far seas have
seen no record of solid matter 1·eached by reading
the sounder .dial because the leads are not sufficiently heavy to penetrate deep enough.
All records that exist at the present day may
very soon be broken by the Shackleton Exposition. The grab-sinker which they will use can
be employed at a depth of. seven miles. iVhat
will be found nobody can say. All existing theories may be exploded, but it is certain that some
interesting data will be forthcoming·.
Naturally, deep-sea sounding is essential from
many points. Fog is the seaman's enemy. Soundings must be taken frequently to avoid disaster.
Formerly the leads used were smeared with tallow. Many interesting specimens were brough to
the surface, but nothing is known of the flora
and the fauna that exist at great depths. Hence
the constant attempts to discover better sounding apparatus.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, au<l
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine.'·
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
LOST VOICE RETURNS
Frederick Holman, of London, England, who
lost his speech in the war, sat reading. He was
irritated by his pet dog, which wished to play,
and, forgetting his affliction, shouted:
"Lie down!"
Then he leaped up in astonishment at the sound
of his own voice. Since then he has been able
to speak in a perfectly normal way. His wife,
whom he married two years ago, had never heard
him speak before.
THIEF OVERLOOKED SOME
Herman Fischer of Anaconda, Mont., before he
left his bachelor home in the motning, placed
seven $100 bills in an old tomato can, set the can
on a kitchen shelf, placed an old hat over it, and
went to work. When he returned in the evening
the hat was over the can, the can on the shelf,
but empty. And still Fischer felt he had cause
for congratulations, becau..;e he had left in a vest
hanging in his cabin $1,800 in uncashecl county
warrants, $15 in cash and a gold watch, which
the thief had overlooked.
ORDERS DRESS FOR GIRL EMPLOYEES
Women's skirts should not be shorter than an
inch above the shoes is the decision of girls belonging to the American Rescue Workers, an organization somewhat similar to the Salvation
:\rmy, the other day.
The national council, held in Philadelphia rec:ently, and composed entirely of men, hesitated
to take action on such a delicate subject and referred it to the girls themselves. Their decision
has been announced at Dayton, 0 ., by Major D.
Hainley.
PUPILS HURT BY CARTRIDGE
An investigation by the County Board of Freeholders is expected to be made of an accident the
.ither afternoon in a public school at Ford's, near
Perth Amboy, N. J., when a cartridge exploded
in the hands of Robert Kovacs, thirteen, injuring
him and four other children.
The cartridge was presumably for an army
rifle. Kovacs lost a thumb and two 'fingers. Bessie Wilson of Ford's was bruised about the head.
Mary Zick of Ford's bruised and cut on the legs,
Marguerite Quish of Keasbey, arms bruised, and
Louis Tofrovich of Keasbey, lags cut and bruised.
The boy is said to have found the cartridge
in a field near a Government ai·senal. He began
to pick it with a pin and it exploded.
NEARLY A CENTURY OLD
"Grandpa" Joseph Adams, Iron Mountain's oldest citizen, celebrated his ninety-eighth birthday
the other day at the home of his granddaughter,
Miss Ora Pelham .
Adams is a native of New York State, having
been born at Fort Ann. He came to Iron Mountain, Mich., seventeen years ago. Despite the
fact that he has Jived almost a century, "Grandpa" A<lan;.s still read!" without classes. His hear-

ing is good. He does considerable work about the
home and has a garden in the summer.
Adams was prominent in business affairs and at
one time operated a number of canal boats. He
says his boats carried the first cargo of hard coal
from this country to a Canadian port. He also
freighted from the United States the stone and
marble that was used in the construction of the
first capitol building at Ottawa, Canada.
DREAM SAVES WOMAN'S MONEY
Police search was made one night for two highwaymen who held up Mrs. Frank Halversen, of
Minneapolis, Minn., and then knocked her senseless when they failed to find any valuables in her
purse late at night. The hold-up was said to
bear out a dream she had recently that she would
be accosted by footpads.
On her way to her home, near the east end of
the Franklin A venue bridge, Mrs. Halversen became so frightened at recollection s of her dream
that she stepped into the Bridal Veil chicken
shack and hid her money in her shoe. Then she
continued on her way home.
A short distance from the residence she was
stopped by two men. When they found her purse
empty of valuables one of them struck her a blow
over the head which knocl;ed her senseless. She
lay unconscious in the street for several minutes.
When she 1·ecovered the men were gone.
WALRUS HUNTERS SAW AN OLD RUSSIAN
SHIP
A historic Russian side-wheel steamer, the Polotofski, built seventy years ago, is the latest addition to the ph,mtom fleet reported by Behring
Sea Eskimos, as seen this winter in the vast area
of ice that surrounds the Poiar regions.
A gigantic movement of the ice field southward in January brought it nearest to Northern
Alaska for many years and members of several
tribes walrus hunting were startled one night
to see the old steamer riding in the ice pack. An
investigation disclosed the identity of the oldtime ship. That night the ice pack moved beyond
the horizon.
The Polotofski was caught in ice floes at St.
Michael in December, 1915, aid disappeared the
following spring during a great storm. It was
believed she had been ground to kindling and
sunk. The ship was built in 1856, the hull and
l'ibs of Alaska yellow cedar and spruce. Her
boiler was of copper and copper nails and bolts
were used on the framework. When finished she
was placed · in service to carry ice and coal to San
Francisco during the golden period.
Many deserted ice-bound ships are seen year
after year in the midst of the Polar seas floating
hither and yon at the mercy of wind and tide.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."
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Ylo1C't Rars. Df'ntliSOll, Ohio. J<'.;nC'lo!-e $ta.mrH•tl ctwelope.
,rrite American School of Crimi.n~
:ra.rt.l('uTars frf'C.
C1logy, Dr11t. )1, ]h:•troit. Mich.
MAR RY !F LO N ESOME. Gentlemeu'-s ~fembership 2
months. $1.00; one }'enr. $5,'()0 ~ Ladies' 1.fembersWp
A LL nl(·li, wome11. over J 7, willing 1.0 tl.('('f'Pt Ool'ernCom-' of .Membns' ~'\:amesi,
until mant ed, $1.00.
mcnt 11osition, $1~5. TraYeling- or .stat1onsn1. Write Addresses.
3:'ic. Rweethearts Clnb. nnrnes C'lt:v. l .owa.
"\Jr. 07.tn(llt, H~. St. Loui~, Mo.
anxious, <JescripLive lifit. frt:e,
hundre,'1s
RICH,
MARRY
wome, •.
GOVE RN MEN T
OPEN-M•n.
POS ITION S
sRtJsfaction guarauteed. $elect Clul>, Dept. A, R apid
'Write T. City.
Hotie~tl' J'<'(J.UiJ"ed; good .PAY t o SUlrt.
Dak.
So.
Mc-Cnffrcy, 8t. Louis.
BEST, LA RG EST MATRIMO N I AL CLUB In Country-.
BE: A RAI LWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTO R! $ll 0 10 $250
Establi~hNl 17 Years. Tho11-:amls \ Vealth;r Wf!lhlng
month])·~ ex1,enses )Jaid a fLcr 3 months· !1.J)are-tlrue Early )farriage. ConflrlenttR.1, FrPe. T he Olcl R eliable
1:JmJy. S1\lenrlid or_portuniti"es. Position gnarantf'rrt or C'Jub. Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26, Oaklan<l. C:tli f.
CM-101.
Dooklf't
Free
for
\\'rile
rnonPl' refundc:d.
IF YOU WANT to make trlencls, \H1te Betty Lee.
....:.t:ind. Bu.~iof'ss Trainit1g Inst.. Ruffalo, :N. Y .
28 East Bay Street, Jack!onrl1le, Flori<la. P lease
M EN W AN TE D te n1ake secret investigations and <'nc1ose atam-p.
E:xJ)Priencf" uoneces.~ary. ·write J. Ganor.
fftJ')Oil.s.
rorrnrr Gor 't nete-rtive 18::. Rt. T,ouis.
FOR SALE
BE A DETECT IVE. Opportunii.y for me-n and women GOOD FARM LANDS! 20, 40, SO-acre tracts near
for set·ret inves1.iJ:ation in your district. \Yri!e C. '1'.
hustling city in MichJg-an: $15 to $35 per acr e. T e.ry
l,ndwlg. 5:!l Westover Bldg .. KRnsas. City, Mo.
eiu:r terms. \'frite today for FREE 'booklet. SWIG.ART
LAD IES WA NTE D, and ME N, too, to address t'IJ\••J- J, ,\'.'-7) C'O .. M-1268. F1;,t Xatfonal Bank Bldg.-. Clue•..,.
opes and mni1 ad~er1lsing rn:itter
home for large
I
SCIENTIFIC
mail order firriui, spars or whole TfmP. Can make
~10 to $35 wkly, Xo l'apital or E>xper1enre r~uir-t>O. YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD-Sencl di.me, blrthdale f o
truthful. nliRb1e, con\"lucing trial readinc. Raz.e l
!took ~xplains everything: s.entl 10 cu. to conr posia,tc,
}T
Tfau<=e. Ro~ 21:i-K. Lo~ .a.n~C'kct, <'al.
f'tC. ~Vard Pub. f'o., Tilton.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Grettt clrmnntl for YOU R LIFE STORY in the stars. Sen/I birth d ate and
dime for trial readtng, Sher man. R apid City, $. D ak.
m<"n ll.11d women. F'ascinati11q: work. Pnrt1rularit frP<'.
\Vrltff. .An1<'ri<'~n n etPctii-e ~v~tem. J%R :R'way, !'I. T.
HOROSCOPE- Dime, J?s.,·t.·he. Hel1> in '!"rouble. Full
1,11,. Box. 5. El.me!l. Gnrdinn, 1\fP.
MANUSCRIPTS WANT ED
ASTR OL OGY-STARS TE LL LIFE' S S TORY . Senr1
birth.date s nc1 dlme for trlal reading. Eddy, Westport
STORIES, POE MS. P LAYS , d-l'., 111"<' want-, ,J foi r,uh!i. e-ntion. ~'uhmlt MSS . or ,nite Ltterary Bure&u, 515 St., 33- 73, Kansas Cit,·, Mo.
f.Jami1bal. Mo.

·~

~-

MISCELLANEOUS

SONGWRITERS

FREE BOOKLET-''~ong \Yrl1ing F1lctS." ~on; Tlflems
" ·anted . Free e:xaminatlon. "·e write mu11iic, fa cilitA.te
HI GHEST &ums raid for golcl, siln~r. r1la1iuurn, clia- -pu1Jlicr.1ion. S'l"CCER!:'FL,, SOXG >'ER rICE, 240 West
monds. !al~e t<eth. S.ati~f3ction guarantet-d, Send 4.Gth Street. ?\p\\i York. l)enar1mcnt ~je,,·p]r_\T,
nld brolu:•,n
~ilverware, f'H'., regi::!-l('rt1l.
Old
lfoltpot, Rurtoll BO\\Ul, Prop., 3S:5 ,vas:l1 iugton St. ~ WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We wlll compose music, secure coprright. And prtnt. S'ubmit
7-B Ilnffa1o, X T.
any subject. SETON M1:SIC COMPAJI.-Y,
JAZZ Book. snarniy_ ~pic.;y ms~azine publishNt each :z,oem9 on
mom:h: i;amnlt'!io, 25c. Hox 180. Hutehtn~on. )t:i1 -.11s. 920 s. h:1ichigan .•he., Room 1~2. Chicago.
WORDS FOR A SONG . \Ve re,ise voems,
THE
WRITE
SEX BOOKS FOR A DU l TS-Illustrated catalog, 4c,
write mus.ic aml guarant~r> to !-E"rnre publl<'!ltion. ~uh Smetana. & <'o., Dept. !!7. Owo,so, Micll.
mit poems on any ~11biert. Broadway studios: 1650,
P AT ENTS, Trad(>'mark, CoJ.l:)'W.right-foremo~t word free. Fitzgerald BuHcling, New- Tork.
Long e,:xperfenco RQ, naft"nt sollcltor. Prompt advlre,
ch• ret'e, 'f("r'.Y rea.~onable. <'orresoondenC'e e-oUeited, ReSTAMMERING
11ults prorured. MiPtzg..r. \Tasltlnr,too, D. C.
ST-STU-T·T· TERING and stamm<'r1ng ('UTE'd at home.
\V a ll er McDonnell, 1
b<Joklet free.
Jnsttuctive
PERSONAL _
Potomac Bank Bldg.. " ~a~Mngton. D. C.
WOULD :rou write a we,al1hy, pretty girl! (•tamP)
TOBACCO HABIT
lJtlllan 8urou1. Ata. II. ('Jevelaud. Ohio.
RAN CH E R, worth $112,000, wants wife. L adies, Wtlte. STOP TOBACCO HABIT. Free Rample Famous T obacc
cravi.ngNo
after first fe,v doses. Dr, E ldert,
Boon.
1L-B) Club. B-:,oo. <'imarro11, Kansa:::.
.!.-15, St. Joseph, Mo .
GET MARRIED-Best matrll'llonial paper publ!shed.
Snurr
TOBACCO
Babit eurecl or no 1)1}' . $1 I
or
Malled FREE. .Address American Distributor, Suite
cured. Reme<ly sent on trial. SuJ)erba Co. PC,
828, Rlair~l'IJlE>, J'n.
naltimore. ){d
i:::er.d ttamJ)("d
GET ACO.UAINTED nnd .marry well.
envelope. Cblcago Frlendshlp ClulJ, ~9:?8 Broadway, TOBACCO K I LLS MANLY VIGOR-Quit eaally. Cigarettes, che,ving, srnokinc. snuff. ronquered or no cha11te,
Cblc• ~o. 111.
S'topg eraTing; hannle,s.
~man sum, 11 · satisfactory.
Send no mon~y. Full treatment en trial. Perkin• Co., 51-A, H aotinp,
MARRY-Man, ,vealthy members.
New Plan Club, Dept. 36, Kansas City, Mo.
Neb.

f - - - OLD MON.BY WANTED_____,.
$:I to $500 E ACH paid for- hund reds of old.
l'Oins dated before 1895. Keep ALL od d or
old m oney. Send 10 cents f or New I ll us·
trated Coin Value Book, 4 x 6. Get Posted.
You may have v,iluabl• eolna.
Clarke Coln Oe., .A.Yenn• t.,, Lo Boy, JIii. JI:.

WA.JID l'llB, 00.,

The Paci f i a
Coast seagull conducts an eternal
·warfare against
the English sparr ow, and because
of it k e eps
wharv e s a nd
docks fre e of the
noise and litter so
p r e d o m i n ant
around sparTows'
households.
Observers declare some older
gulls act as sentinels, and when a
sparrow a lights
on a wharf roof
several immedia tely chase it
away:
On one occasion
r ecently a lone
sparrow flew seaward foll owed by•
dozen
a
,half
gulls, who kept
the t iny bird so
hotly pursued it
fell into the water
exhausted.
Whar f operators in Seattle are
g rateful to the
gulls fo r this bit
of police wor k, as
English spar rows
inhabiting
once
the r afters and
overhea d wor k inside t he docks
would produce an
amazing amount
of litter to fall
into fr eight and
ex p r e s s s h i p men ts. A la rge
amo unt of g r ain
is wasted every
day on docks,
which would attract and f eed
m yriads of spar rows but for t he
watchful eye of
the sea gulls.
It is believed
the gulls show the
a n t a g o n i s t ic
spirit towa rd the
smaller birds because they fear
competition in the
from
s alvaging
t he sea of their
tlaily food.

WERE YOU BORN
UNDER ALUCKY STAR?
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ALL THA.T
THE:&E 18 TO KNOW A.BOUT YOtra

Character
Disposition
Good Traits
Weaknesses

Abilities
Friends
and
Lucky Days

From

FACTORY TO YOU

AT NEW LOW PRICES
Easiest riding. mostcomfortable wheel built. You'll want it
sure when you seethe 18 exclu·
sivefeatures of the splendid 1922
model electrically equipped

Sold onJy with our excluaf-ve flve
year sruaranteo and elx month•
accident inaurance. You can have
It now for a 1mall depoajt and only

$1 A WEEK
New; low, direct factory price

11a...-es yoo bilZ' money.

Beat ,-alue

-ever offered. We pay exprea1 chara-ea and
ship wheel to :,ou on receipt of order.

ON APPROVAL
Send poe:t card at once for bhr colo.r
illuatrated catalasr, l•1"1'• "'ariety
of atyles, feata.res deacribed-li is

Free

Haverford c,.cJe Co., Oept524, Philadelphia, Pa.

SORENESS

HEALED-

Sore or open legs, ul<'ers, enlarged veins,
eczema healed while you .work. Write for
free boo!, ancl describe :vour own case.

A.. C . Lie1>e, 1457 G rcen Bay A,,., Milwaukee, Wis,

careful study of a thoro description of
T HE
yourself is far more important tban you

may at first imagine.
For It is absolutely true that any added
knowledge of your own inherent qualities will
greatly assist you 1n reaching a higher degree
of success. You can be just as successful as
you desire. It is all in your power of wlll.
But before you can exercise tbis power In
tbe right direction, yo\l miast _thoroly stady
yourself.

''How To Read Human Nature''

If Ruptured

Try This Free,
Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
Are on the Road That Ha1
Convinced Thouaands.

SERIES OF TWELTE BOOKS
Price 10 cents each,

Postpaid to any addHH

These bOoks give in concise fol'Dl a positive
key to self-development. They are based on
a study of thousands of characters-ara pregnant with keen analysis and most helpful
character-building hints.
Send us ten cents and the month of your
birth and the book will he mailed immediate·
ly. Use coupon below . .
If you have a friend, acquaintance or business associate whose character and · disposition you would llke to study, obtain o'.lr book
corresponding with the month 1n which such
person was born.
IF YOU ARE TN LOVE - you should kno\V
the character. disposition, good points, abi11t1es. and weaknesses of tbe per~on in whom
you are interested. Ascertain the month of
birth and then send for our book ot tb.At
month. Enclose another dime.

.................................... -......... .. .
~

CHA.RA.OTER STUDIES, Ine.,
Room 1515, lllasonlo Temple, N. Y. C,

I

enclose .......•.......••••••••.••••••• , .. ..... .

Send books of (give months) ................. .
N11me ............................ _ .......... .
Address ........ :. .. .. • • • • .. • .. • .. • • • .. • • • • • K

Sent Free To Pro~e This
An y one ruptured , man, woman or chlld.
should write at onee to W. S. Rice, 444A
!\fain St.. A,1am•. N . Y., for n rree trial of
bis won<lnful stlmnlnt!ni;: a ppllt!ation. J"utt
put 1t on the rupture and the muscl<'s begin
to ti)?hten: the:, begin to blnrl together so
that the opening closes nah1rally nnd the
need or 11 snpport or truss or appll11nce 18
then <1onp nwoy with . Don't negled to S<'n<l
for thb free tr1sl. Even if :,on r rupture
doesn't bother you, what ,~ thp usP ot wearlnF: supports all your l!fP? Why aut'!'er tb!s
nuisance? Wb:v run the rl•k of !!1lnffrene
and such danger• from a small and Innocent
little rupture. the klnd thnt has thrown
thouRnn<1" on the oreratin!! tahlf'? A l1ost
of meu nn<l women arp <lnll:v running ~nch
r1sk .1 u•t hrcanse thPlr rnptures do not l111rt
nor prevPnt thpm from gf'ttlng nronnrl. Wr1te
·at oncP fnr t"t• frpe trial. 11s tt Is Cl'rtalnl:v
a wonderfnl tliln .1? and bas elil!'d In the cur&
of rupture• thnt ,rere ns hll!' M 11. ·man'•
two tl.sta. Tr:, and wrtte at once. nelng the
,..n,1pon hPlow.
Free tor 11:optor•.
W . 8. Rice. In,.,
444A Main St., Adams, N. Y.
You may send me entirely free a
f'\nmplP TreatmPnt of your atlmulatlni:
•Pnllcatlon for Rupture.
NRme .••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A<ldress ................................. .
Stat!! .................................... .

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY
LATEST

ISS~ES - -

!J78 Young Wild ,vest Saving His Partners; or, A Hard
l<'ight With Redskins.
979 " J,'lghting rbe C:uuewen; ,,r, Arietta'e Branding
Mark.
1180 " and the T\>o-Gun Man; or, Clearing Up n
Mining Camp.
!181
Prairie Chase; or, Arletta and the Wolt Pack.
!182 " Holding the Hill; or, The fight tor the Cave
oi Gold.
Cuwl,oy Avengers; or, Arietta and the Mnstang
l{Op\!rS.

:184

!.<So
!tllti

"

"
··

987

988
98!)

..

9\10

"

lilll
992

"

:1:)3

"

!l!l4

"

:19(> "
:1!)6 "

·11,:1
1000

1001
1002
100:J

and ··Veh ·et Bill"; o,, Batflli>g the Bundlt, Baud.
Helping the Huoters; or, Arletta and the <;nzzl.f•
atHl tlle H~li-brecd Trailer; or, '.fbe \Ybite
FI0WPr of tbe Utes.
AftPr the Outlaws; or, Arietta's Hard-earned
Yictory.
Prize Claim; or, 'l'he Gold of Good-by Guieb.
Booming a 'l'o"n; er, Arietta an<! t.be Land
8hark8.
!,;a1·iug a Hancll; or, The Fire Fiends of the
Bar-X Rau,w.
Secret Enpru~·; or, ,11.ri.. tta·s :\fine_ Fight.
and rbP P:iwnec Chief; 01·, Ruutmg the Repei;ad e Hed~kins.
.ULer u J.lrtu !Juncn; 01·, Ari~t ta aud the Cattle
Crooks.
. Plu<·k.,· l·'igl1t: or, ~'be Sltot That Sav,ed n Life.
on 1J1~ Hunlrr: or, Ari et tu T~etwe,·n 'Iwo Fires.
'J"railii1g a Treasur<>; or, A Mystery of Old
;\\exiL-o.
.
.
Staudrng a SiPge; or, How Ar1.".tta Sa)·ecl Hun .
anti r ht Fi~bti11" Fiftr-en; or. 1 be Hnul or the
P.a'fugc Ni1J11x.

.

o:r,

Lnsfi,.Jnµ- rhc L;vncl,ers;
Artet1 ~ 's Quick Shot.
1• an,! ·'Arizona Al"; <'r, '.Ibe n; uutlcrful Luck ot
a Cowho;v.
.
('nrrnllng rb" Roa cl Ageut~: or. A r1etta and the
Ontlr1w·~ Bri<lr.
.
1car·ing Bis Po.-s; or, The :,;bake-Up At Shiver
:Split.
Stopping :l Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
(Hl'l!-:.

I

1004

Hottest

100;-;
1006

Rifle nu,,J: or. Arlettn's C'rns~-firP.
::ln<l "D<Hnino Dick"; or, The Brt,ncbo Bnster'~
Hn<l Jl!-,•nk,
, .
.
,·
,
T,·apping th~ Horse I!Heves; 01, A11ettas
011kk \Y01k.
.
T
;1,;,1 fhn /'hoctnw Cbitf: or,, The Eh<ld,·n \aJle v nn,l !lw Lost Tn lw.
1-'oilo"·,•<J by Fiends; or, Ariet-ta and the Plot-

1007

1008
100n "
1010

JOJl
1012
1013
JOH

1013
lC\16
1017

Trail;

or,

npscrt.

The

Gold

Cache

of

the

a~~t~\ he Cactus Queen; or, Tbe P.andils ot the
~a ud IT ills.
" In n, ,,itll Cnoyon; or. Arietta nud the ~lad
ifiuer.
.. <'rad, CnYaJry: or, The ~hot Thrtt Won ;~'e Dnr.
Art,,r an AsHa,sin; or. Ar1ettn and the J o_u~hs.
.. ;;11 0 t in 1he Dnrk; or, \Vinning His \\ e1p:ht
in GoHl.
" a,ul the ITold Up Men; or, How Arietta Paid
llPr Ran•om.
Ai·i,:nn,1 Round-Up: 01·, Catching f Ile Cattle
1
P1~,
or. Al·iettn rind the Blue irark.

~r~~~:·

For sale o,r all nf1W~deNler8, Ot· will be_ Jo;ent to nny
n,(l(lress 011 re(•(•ipt of prke, 7c per copy, 1n n1oncy Or
1>ostag·e "'tamps, by
JJA.RRY E.~ \VOLI>F, PubU;,her, Inc.,
166 "est 23d Street,
;sew York Cif Y

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prl.,_ 111 Ctmt• Per

O@J'

ftltl book eontains 11.11 tbe most N!Cent ehan~ee In tbe

metbod of construetion and submission of scenarios.
Sixt7 Lessons, covering t-,ery phnse ot •cenarlo writInc. For eale by all i.'Jewsdee.lers 11nd Booketoree.
It 7ou cannot procu,.., n copy, S<'nd us tbe prlce,
II, C<?nts. In money or p,ostage ~tamps, and we will
mall yon one, postai:e tree. .A.ddreee
L. Si!:NA.B.ENS, U9 Seventh e-.e., l</ew l'.ork. X. 11".

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No, 33. HOW TO PL~~ GAMES. - A complete :tud
uset~l. little hook, contamrng the 1·ules and regula rions
of b1lhards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, domiHoes,
etc.
Ko. 36, HOW TO SOLVE co:i,TKDRU;"llS.-CoJJtaiu i1;1g ull the_ leatliug- conuuururus of tile day, amusing
rul.dlcs, curious cntcbes u11U witty .sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO ~lAKJ<; A .ND SE'.r '.J'RAl'S.-ln<"lndiug. lliuLs on how to catcl! ruole~, ,,-easl'!s, utte1·, rats,
fil~~~~~{~d:nd bulls. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
THE BOYS OF NEW YOUK END }Il<;N'S

:Ko. 41.

JO.KE BOOli..-Coutaining a great variety ot th<> Jil.test
jokes used. br the most faruous end m,,n. No am"leur
mir,strels is complete "·ithout tlti~ woudprful lilth, hook.
No . . 42.

'.l'HE

BOl'S

OF

JSEW

~ORK

l">'l'l'MP

SPEAKER.-Containing a varied asxt•rtment or stump
speedws, ~egro, Dutch and Irish . Also •'nd nwn·, jokes.
Just the U.1in;; for bome amusem,,nt u11<.1 anrnteur sho,,-s.
JSo. 45. 'l'HE BOYS OF NE\V l'.OUK ;\IIXS'.l'HEL
OClDE a;,,.o JOKE BOOK.-Somerhiug new arnl very
instructiYe. E,·~rJ· bo.v should obtalu tl1is huoki a~ it
c·ontain~ 1'ul1 instructions f6r org·auizing nu amatl.}.ur
minstrel troupe.

now

Nu. 46.

TO :\IAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.

- A clcHcription or tl,e "·onderful nse~ or eleetridt.r and
elrct,·o wagnetism; iogethe.r wiLh full instr11<·t ious for
jua_king fi: lectric rro:ri-i, Hatterie~, _fi le. .Hy Gem·~·e Tl'~b"el,
A. ~r.. ~r. D. Coutuini11g over fifty illustr:ilions.
JSo. 48. HOW TO HUILD AND SAIL CANOES. - A
h,111tly IJook fllr IJors, eo ntniuing full ,lirecHou, for c·onstru<·ting- canoe-s a1ul tl1e most popular m:11111,•1· of .sailing- them. J;'nll.v illus! ra(e(l.
No. 49. HOW '.1'0 DEllATE.- GiYillg J'Ull'S for conclud iug debates, outlines for deliates, <1 nesti<>11s for disl'u~~lon and the best sourc.es for proen,·ing it1i'ot·ru,it;,m
on tl1t- questions giren.
No. 50. IJOW '.1'0 ~TUl'F BTHDS AND AXHIALS.
-A ,·a!unlile hook, giving ;ustrnctions in coll~eting, preparing-, monntiug ancl prcservil1g birds, anhn,11:-: and

1nSt.lCl$ ,

)io.

(ii.

HOW

·.ro

DO TRICKS WlTIT CARDS.-Con-

tniuing- t'Xplauniious of the gene1·al prin,·iplcR of sleigl1tof-han,1 applicable lo c-nrd trick,;: of card tricks with
01·(liuar.v <'ar·cls, ,111,I not requiring ~leight-of-ltan<l: ot

td<'ks iuYolYing ~lPi;..cht-of-hand, or the U8e ot' ;-;JH!<·ially
1n·1lfJf.1 1·t1 rl t·Hrd~. I !In stratPd..
;,;,.,. 5a. HO"' 'l'O WRI'.l'E LE'l'1'ERS.-A ""On<ler!ul
little IH><Jk. rellinp: rou llow to write to .l'0Ur nYeetlleart,
~·mn· fritlit•r, 1uotl!e r, ~ister, brothf!'r, NnpJo.n•r: a.11d in
f:.wt. eYer.rhody u1Hl an.vhody you wi~h 10 write, to.
:-.o. :». llOTI· TO KEEP AND , JA;sAGI~ PE'rS.(i-1.\·iu~ C'o1upletp infon.ontion ai-; Io tlle, u111nner and
tn~thot.l ot' raising, kPeping, taming-, ln·ee-din,2' und man·ug-i11g· nil ldnds of pets: also giving fuJJ inRtr11<'tio11!-I for
mal;ing- ,·sges, ptc . Fully exploinP<I hy h1·<'nt;--.,ip:bt

illustr:11 ions.
No. GU.

HOW TO BECOME A:'<

E:'\'GlNEEU.-Con-

tninlng run i11stn1ctions llow to hP<·ome a lncomotive
pngineer: also tlirf'clions for huildlng H 1no1lel locomo1iYe: togPtller with ;1 full <l<"scrlption of even·thinp: an
PnghH?l'l' r--honhl Jn1ow.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTl\"E.- By Old King
Brnc!Y. 1 he ,Yell-lmown cletectJve. In which lw la.vs down
some vnlunhle ru!Ps for beginners , and also relntes some
adventures of well-known cletectivrs,
No. 60.-HOW TO BECO~rn A PliOTOGR!PHER.-

('nntaining useful informntinn re1rnrclinp: fhe Cil.mera and
bow to \\·ork it: al Ro l1ow to make Phntograpltk ;11,1gic
LnntNn :Slides and othPr 'I'ransparencie~. Hn11dso111el.1·
illustra frrl.
Xo. (;I. HOW TO MARE ELECTRICAL ;,fACHPms.
-Cont,iining full dfrpctions for making electrlcil.l machine~. inilndion coils, d;vnamos and many nm·e) toys
to he "·orkcd b;v elc>ctricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully

ill1rntrat~d.

No. 65. ;"ITULIIOON'S JOKES. '!'he most oMginnl
joke book ever publi~lled, nnd H is b¥imful of wit and.
hnmo1·. It contains a large collection of song«, ,jokes,
f'Onnnrlrums. etc., of 'ferrence M11Woon, the great "·it,
humorist end practical joker of the day.
_
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